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Honor Code Fails In
Student Referendum

•

BY CINDY DARLING
News Editor

On Thursday, September
15, SGA held a referendum to
find out student opinion concerning a new Code of Academic
Integrity at Trinity. The referendum proposed the installation
of a new Code at Trinity which
would place the responsibility
for academic honesty in the
hands of the students.
Only 455 students turned
out to vote, thus making the
referendum invalid, as at least
one half of the school is required
to vote. For the votes that were
received, the results were close,
with 244 opposed to the referenCarla Forte "«)7. sketched the blooming
KATHFMNE HTCHBL
roses, in the Chapel garden last Sunday aftenoon.
Des.pite the gorgeous fall weather, some students
actually get •work done, even it it is outdoors.

Capital Campaign Plans
To Go Public This April
BY MAUREEN DAIGLE
News Writer
The Trinity College Capital
Campaign, about which you
may have heard rumors last
spring, is reported to be under
way and going well. The campaign is presently in the private
stages, and looks forward to
launching the public portion of
the campaign in April.
Though many have probably heard the title "College
Campaign," many may not
know what it is truly all about.
Most importantly, it is a "campaign for students," says Karen
Osborne, Vice President for College Advancement. As part of
the campaign, alumnae and
friends of the college are asked
to make generous donations so
that Trinity can enhance the
things it already does well and
successfully take on new challenges.
The Campaign will accompiish several things. Trinity is at
a crossroads and is ready to take
a step forward in order to make
itself a stronger institution as it
heads into the 21st century. The
campaign will fulfill the goals
laid out in Trinity's Strategic
Plan which was completed in
January 1993, after a 2-year planning process involving administrators, alumnae, faculty and
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students. There are parts of the
Strategic Plan already in
progress with funding from current resources. The monies received through the Campaign
will make the remainder of the
Plans' vision possible. For example, one important part of
the plan is the improvement of
student social life.
The side benefits to the campaign are that it brings many
people together and gets them
involved in an important team
effort. The history of the college
will be learned by many along
the way and its dreams for the
future will be made public.
What is distinctive about Trinity will be shared by students,
professors, administrators,
alumnae, and friends of the college old and new. The campaign will also stir a new interaction between the people already involved with the college.
Presently, the Campaign,
which began July 1, 1993, and
will continue for 5 years, is in
the quiet stage of development.
The spokespersons are performing a test run to discover what
they can expect the success of
the Campaign to be. They are
approaching good friends and
alumnae of the college, such as
the members of the Board of
Trustees, with the vision of the
please turn to page 5

dum and 211 in favor, the freshmen class casting the decisive
votes against the new code.
Several measures had been
taken to ensure that students
were aware of the upcoming
vote, and the issues involved.
Two all-campus voice mailmessages were sent, fortune cookies were sent to students' mailboxes announcing the referendum, and an information session was held, at which only 20
students showed up. From the
results, it can only be concluded
that student apathy in general
kept students away from the
ballots.
Jonathan Epstein, '97, Vice
President of SGA, stated that

when a referendum was taken a
few years ago, there was overwhelming support, but "...we
have new students who obviously feel differently about the
Honor Code..."
Annemarie Peil, '96, Opinion Editor, was quick to point
out that twice in the past, in 1959
and 1960, the Honor Code was
voted against in referendum,
even though it was initiated by
students. Clearly, this ambivalence on the part of students is
nothing new.
SGA has not met as a whole
group since the vote, and so it
has yet to be seen what their
next step will be. Epstein stated
please turn to page 7

Inadequate Student Parking
Causes Continual Frustration
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Announcements Editor
Trinity experiences the
same problem which many city
schools face. The campus is confined to a limited area, and unlike some of our sister schools
there is little room for expansion. Trinity's problem with
traffic congestion and parking
space availability is not unique,
however, the administration's
consented effort to elevate the
problem is unusual.
Two years ago the Broad
and Vernon Street lot was
erected, in an effort to provide a
large and safe place, where students could park. The Broad
and Vernon Street lot remains
one of the safest places to park
on campus. The lot only experienced two incidents of vandalism last year. Additionally,
parking atthe Broadand Vernon
Street lot is free.
The problem, however, is
that the lot is inconvenient for
themembersofthestudentbody
who reside on the south side of
campus. And although the
shuttle service runs every ten
minutes at night, the campus
safety department still recognizes the inconvenience for
members of the south side of
campus.
The campus safety department has responded to Trinity
students' desire for additional
parking. And campus safety
has made an effort to respond to
this need with the addition of

[CATHERINE MITCHELL

Students are restricted from many spaces on campus.
thirty-two spaces at Park Place. the South side of campus still
Additionally, student com- remains. The Campus Cafety is
plaints about the location of the attempting to notify the student
dumpster at High Rise, were body that if they park in illegal
quickly responded to and the sp aces along Summit Street they
will be towed. Campus Safety
dumpster was moved.
North campus is one loca- has asked the Hartford Police
tion where overnight parking is department to notify campus
allowed, however the lot is often safety when they are planning
filled, especially in the winter to tow. When Campus Safety
when snow prevents parking on receives this notice, they do
Vernon Street. Campus Safety voice mail the campus of the
is attempting to turna few handi- impending towing. The Hartcapped places at the North cam- ford Police Department does not
pus lot, into regular, student always inform campus safety of
the threat of towing, subjecting
parking spaces.
residents
of the south side of
However, the problem of
please turn to page 7
safe, twenty-four hour spaces on
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Closed Street—Closed Minds

Sliiirial

To the Editor:

No Honor Left?
Sn the referendum of September 15, 1994, the Code of
I Academic Integrity was voted down, 211 to 244. Voter
I turnout for the referendum was not significant enough
for the referendum to be legitimate, as decreed by the Student
Government Association (SGA) Constitution. However, these
numbers should not be unrecognized.
The referendum question read, "Should the student body
adopt the proposed honor code in its current written form?"
What can SGA decipher from these results? Not a whole lot.
Sure, 244 people thought that this particular honor code was
not in Trinity's interest. What about the 211 people who thought
it was a good idea? Perhaps a different honor code might have
convinced some of the 244 that Trinity needs some version of a
Code of Academic Integrity. What was it about this Code of
Academic Integrity that 244 people found objectionable? Unfortunately, the referendum results provide no insight into this
question.
The open forum of Monday, September 12 had very poor
attendance. Those who did attend voiced their dissatisfaction
with both this Code and honor codes in general. Yet, with limited
exception, no students voiced support of this or any other honor
code. Where were these 211 people to contribute to the dialogue of
academic integrity?

There are questions which remain to be answered: how
many students need to support the Code in order to pursue its
implementation? Conversely, how many need to disapprove in
order to discontinue all efforts?
The SGA has now on its agenda to make the final decision on
the fate of the honor code. Need this be a final decision? While
to act is indeed virtuous, to act in haste is not. Lest there be no
honor left in this place we call Trinity, now is the time for open
dialogue about the state of academic integrity on campus. There
are at least 211 voices that need to be heard.
A.P.
Policy Concerning tetters To The Editor:
•Please Note: The Tripod is published every Tuesday while classes are in session. Letters to
The Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday preceding publication. The letter should be
addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be
printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will
not publish any letter deemed by the Editors to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or
opinions of The Tripod. Please limit letters to a length of five-hundred words. Tiie Trinity Tripod
reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.

The last issue of 77K Tripod featured
an article describing how the city council
voted to close off Vernon Street to through
traffic, titled "City Votes To Close Vernon
St." In this article, the author cited the
main reason for this decision as being the
potential traffic problems posed by the
roadway. Trinity administrators, Brian
Kelly (Director of Campus Safety), and
Eddie Perez (Director of community relations and Affirmative Action) all agree
that this, the prevention of a traffic accident, is the sole reason for their decision.
This reason, however, seems more
like a plausible and acceptable excuse to
close the road for ulterior motives rather
than a justifiable necessity. Though I do
understand the problem of car accidents
on Vernon Street (I lived in North Campus last year and saw a few accidents), I
don't believe that it was enough of a
problem to warrant it as the sole reason
to close the road. The goal of my editorial
is not to assert that there is no traffic
problem on Vernon Street, but to expose
the ulterior motive, or rather, the potential motive which was not discussed in
the article.
First, though the article states that
the act was decided upon by the city, it
also says that Trinity requested the action and that the concerns of the college
are held in high regards by Hartford
officials. Therefore, it can't possibly be
analogized, as Mr. Perez does, to streets
in the Asylum Hill neighborhood which
were similarly closed due to traffic. This
.is because if both Vernon Street and the
streets in Asylum Hill were closed due to
traffic problems alone, then what does it
have to do with "'natural growth' which
relates Vernon Street to the rest of the
Trinity Campus" as stated by Perez?
What does "natural growth" of the college have to do with traffic problems?
Apparently, the dosing of Vernon Street
has something to do with the "natural
growth" hinted at by Perez, but not expanded upon.
Second, if traffic problems were the
only reason for the city's decision and
the college's concern, then why is there
such a defensive tone throughout the
article? Mr. Perez especially is continually defending the decision as not being
disruptive to the surrounding community, that it does not disrupt Trinity's
"outreach" to the surrounding commu-
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nities, and that the locals are "supportive" and "understanding" to Trinity's
request of the city.
If the traffic problem on Vernon
Street is so bad that it has to be closed off
at Broad, then it should be a benefit to all
and a public service to all (since most of
the cars that pass on Vemon are not of
Trinity students). There should be no
excuses necessary, no defensive statements, and least of all, no concerns about
Trinity's outreach to the community.
What do Trinity's outreach programs
(i.e. tutoring and Neighborhood Posse)
have to do with a decision based solely
on traffic problems?
Finally, it is stated that some "philosophical concerns" were expressed by
the councilmen "based on the belief that
a public street should not be made private." Public made private? I thought
that it was only being closed off at Broad,
but that it was still to be a public street.
For it to be a private street, Trinity would
have to buy it from the City of Hartford—something that would be very
costly, difficult to pull off in the city
government, and would leave a bad
taste in the mouths of the surrounding
community. This is something Trinity
would avoid at any cost.
In the article, "City Votes To Close
Vernon St.", there is little stated and
much implied. In my mind, there is no
way that one can look at this decision
merely on the basis of traffic problems.
To see another view of whatTrinity might
have in mind, one need only look at
Trinity's Ivy League neighbor, Yale University.
A few years ago, Yale bought off a
portion of High Street (located near the
center of the campus), closed it off, and
turned it into a walkway. This action
was aimed at solidifying the campus and
closing it off from the city community
which was integrated into the campus.
Bluntly, it was crime, or more importantly, the fear of crime which sparked
this decision. Yale tried to close itself off
from the community, take control of its
destiny, and not succumb to the fear of
crime which continues to spread not only
at Yale, but in New Haven at large.
In my mind, Trinity is trying to do
the same thing. As the fear and panic
about crime continue to spread at Trinity
- among students, parents, prospective
students, and (most importantly) prospective parents - it becomes increasingly important to curb this fear of crime.
Closing off Vernon is a way to do this by
making students feel more and more like
they are not in Frog Hollow but on a
"safe oasis." This is what Perez might
mean when he mentions "natural
growth." Separating the college from
the community increasingly makes those
involved in Trinity feel more safe and
immune to the fear of spreading crime in
the city.
I am not trying to say that my ideas
are novel (Carlos Espinosa alludes to this
conscious problem atTrinity in his interview on page 6 of the same issue), in fact,
I believe that most people involved with
Trinity already know what I've said. My
only problem is that the college community refuses to admit its motives in order
not to create strife between Trinity and
the community.
As long as the real motives are hidden, there will be no conflict with the
community, and therefore, no problem.
However, I feel that by insulting the community by closing off Vernon and then
saying that it was done to stop car accidents is appalling and counterproductive. I suggest that instead of trying to
covertly separate itself from Frog Hollow under the code of "public good" and
instilling fear and isolation into the students, Trinity should come clean and
realize that if it's not part of the solution,
then it's part of the problem.
Sincerely,
Ben DelMonico '97
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Around
Tnuiity
Question?
Just how many people were
there in the mud, sand and water that
was the Tropical (storm) party last
weekend? Next question: Did someone really go skinny dipping in the
pond? Maybe Around Trinity doesn't
want to know the answer.

Chicken Tonight?
What is the world coming to?
According to an Around Trinity scout,
the Bistro took on a socialist attitude
recently. Our source wandered up to
the grill at the eating establishment,
and ordered a Boboli™ pizza. The
person tending the grill said "NO, all
we've got is chicken," probably referring to the grill that was completely
covered in chicken breasts. The
source asked for a hamburger and
was once again told that chicken was
the only menu choice. At this time,
our source and everyone else in line
amazingly decided to order a chicken
sandwich. But... what's the deal?

Mather
Alternatives
Around Trinity is considering
sponsoring a contest to come up with
a list of what the new Mather Hall
really looks like. The new look has
confused many people, so we would
like to know what the building is
most characteristic of. Leading the
list: A Cancer Research Center.
P.S. No breakdancing in the
hallway of the basement.

Parents
If your parents are coming this
weekend, be sure you're not
hungover and passed out in the hallway wearing your significant other's
clothing when they show up.
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ConnPIRG:

Austin Arts:

Fellowship:

The general meeting
for ConnPIRG, known as
the "Gim" is being held
Tuesday September 13, at
7 p.m.., in Hamlin Hall.
ConnPIRG is the environmental organization on
campus, and it is seeking
new members. For information call ext. 3510.

The Austin Arts Center
presents a faculty showcase of "At the Still Point"
by Jordan Roberts. The
play is a production of the
Newgate Theatre of Providence Rhode Island. The
piece explores the connection between human beings and has received rave
reviews.

Arts:

Self Defense:

The Farmington Valley
Arts Center is offering
photography classes, the
camera collective, studio
services and darkroom
rental this fall. The classes
will begin September 19th.
For information, please
write to: 25 Arts Center
Ln.
Avon, Conn 06001, or
call at (203)-678-1867.

All women interested
in a self defense class, the
course is being offered by
the campus safety department for free. This twelve
hour course will be taught
by campus safety officers
who have been trained.
The course will be taught
over a two week period in
four sessions, each lasting
three hours. To sign up
call ext. 2222.

The Trinity Action
Project, otherwise known
as TAP, will be accepting
proposals soon. The
project is a public service
for the open semester, in
which students will do
field research in the problems in a human community. In return for this service during a students
open semester, recipients
of the fellowship will receive a tuition exemption
for the semester in which
they participate in the TAP
program.
For information
contact:
Dr. Michael E. Lestz
TAP Fellowship
Coordinator
(203)-297-2385

Poetry
Reading:

Chapel:

Trinity is hosting a poetry reading of a work by
Marcello Fabbri, "The
Light of Memory/' in Italian. Jeanne R. Bonaca will
read her translations of the
work in English, as well.
This will occur Monday
October 17th at 4:15 p.m.
in Hamlin Hall.

Volunteers:

The Best Buddies program is starting again. The
program pairs a Trinity
student with a mentally
retarded child in need of a
Monday through Thurs- friend. The program will
have an information meetday: 5 p.m.:
ing in life sciences room
Evening Worship
132 Monday, September
19th at 7p.m. For more inSend Your
formation or to answer any
Announcements
questions call ext.2632.
Sunday:
1 p.m. Holy Eucharist
5 p.m. Roman
Catholic Mass

to the Tripod!
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Cinestudic
Four Weddings and A Funeral:

Wed-Sat 7:30

(Britain 1994) Directed by Mike Newell. Cast: Andie MacDowell, Hugh Grant, Krisrie Scott Thomas, Corin Redgrave.
A graceful romantic comedy by the director of Enchanted April, where all of the action ingeniously takes place at the
weddings and a funeral within an engaging and eccentric group of long time friends. Hugh Grant (Sirens and Bitter Moon)
has drawn comparisons to James Stuart and Cary Grant for his role as a charming perennial bachelor who's in pursuit of
a brash American (Andie Macdowell).

Jamon Jamon:

Fri- Sat 7:30

(Spain 1994) Directed by Bigas Luna. Screenplay by Luna, Cuca Canais and Quim Monzo. Cast Penelope Cruz, Anna
Galliena, Javier Bardem, Stefenia Sandrelli. A deliriously excessive comedy that shares some of the wilder, down and dirty
antics of the early films of Pedro Almodovar. Jamon Jamon is an original, though, with the operatic drama consisting of a
mother hiring a young stud to lure an objectable young woman away from her son-and then falling for the man's charms
herself. Picking up some of the heat of its scorched setting in Mongergros, Spain, it is filled with unforgettable scenes from
a nude, midnight bullfight to a duel with the lethal hams of the title.

Schindler's List:

Sun 2:00 &Mon-Tue 7:30

(1993) DirectedbyStevenSpielburg.ScreenplaybyStevenZaillian, based on the bookby Thomas Keneally. Cast: Liam
Neeson, Ben Kingsley, Caroline Goodall, Amon Goetz. Steven Spielburg's most critically acclaimed movie is a profound
human drama animated by the transformation of its unlikely hero, the profit-driven industrialist Schindler, into one of the
few Germans to protect the Jews in the fa?e of Nazi genocide. A chilling, fiercely acted recreation of the most brutal episode
in modern history that somehow leaves you with a feeling of hope, not despair.
Psi-U Pswimming.
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College Reaches OutThrough ESL Programs
BY JENNIFER MCCRARY
News Writer

these purposes. It is even stressed that way, "by at the latest, October 1st."
Englishshouldbe the only language spoThis program is designed not only
ken during the sessions.
to encourage the English skills of the
The format of pairing students up * Marriott workers at Trinity, but also to
with Marriott associates in a one on one • foster the community outreach aspect of
atmosphere set the stage for continual Trinity.
interaction and development. AccordThe one on one system is not the
ing to one of the program heads Kathy only ESL program run by Trinity. On the
Robinson '95, "The program is very suc- corner of Broad and Brownell Streets in
cessful. The people who tutor love it. The full view of Trinity's massive chapel is a
personal contact year after year allows ' rundownapartmentbuilding.Thebuild-

hiring a director, two teachers and getting the city to donate desks and workbooks.
Asking for extra carrots at Mather is
Theprogram,nowcalled TheNeighan ability most of Trinity takes for
borhood Project is-a full-time operation
granted. The inability to communicate in
offering ESL and high school equivaEnglish with the majority of Trinity's
lency classes three times a week. "The
students and faculty was a road block the
Project which serves mostly 25-35 year
Marriott Corporation was discovering in
old women with little or no educational
their workers.
background, has blossomed and is now
A great deal of the workers (or
stretching beyond the building tenants
associates, as they are called) were not
and into the community," says Tara Gill
able to speak or read English. The hincommunity outreach.
"The Project which serves mostly 25-35 year old women of Trinity's
drance was first really seen in 1991, when
Both of these ESL programs are
the issue of unionization for the workers with little or no educational background, has blossomed
aimed at going beyond the near 100 acres
came up. Trinity student Deb McBride
on which Trinity sits and helping within
'93 began working with the workers to- and is now stretching beyond the building tenants and
the community. A community in which
forty percent of its 15,384 residents live
ward unionization, when an important into the community," says Tara Gill of Trinity's commubelow the poverty line and in which half
issue became very clear to her. A lot of
of the residents 25 and older lack a high
the workers were unable to understand nity outreach.
school diploma. The problem is deep but
the issues faced before them. They were
ing is nothing special, one wouldn't no- it is these seemingly small programs that
unable to understand due to a lack of you to see the English skills build."
The Marriott corporation also seems tice it if walking by. What goes on inside curb the criticism that the college circled
English proficiency skills.
McBride along with the Commu- to be in great favor of the program as one of the apartments in the building, by a wrought iron fence is an elitist,
indifferent and separate community.
nity Outreach officials and other stu- more and more associates are getting however, is changing people's lives.
Last Spring, the landlord of this pardents started an English as Second Lan- involved and being paid for one hour of
As President Borden Painter exguage (ESL) program to combat this prob- tutoring a week. One of the selling points ticular building told Trinity he would plained to the Hartford Courant. "This is
lem. With Marriott's help and willing- Marriott uses to its associates to get them donate an apartment if the college would our neighborhood and has been for a
ness to pay its workers for the time spent involved is the fact that they are more offer English and GED classes for his long time. If the neighborhood has probpromotable with English skills, which tenants, the majority being single moth- lems and we can help, we've got to do
in tutoring, the program took off.
ers on welfare. Trinity took on the job, that."
The program which is now in its leads to higher pay.
The program, while very successful,
third year matches each Marriott worker
with a Trinity student and they meet is still looking for volunteers all the time.
once a week for 1-2 hours. There are This year's sessions are getting underabout 30 pairs involved in the program way currently. The training session for
1
Jrn-n /«tf;!f /
men's athletics SloLied ro lecehe enall volunteers is being held on Thursday,
as of now, but it is still growing.
Strategic
J'lan
fo nuke sure I he ca
dow inents rroin the collected 1 amis are
There is no requirement of technical September 22, in the McCook Auditos the largo U'in.Ttionb the}- arc •>Ludiint-.choi<r-hipsaiid iacult\ < hair-;.
training or knowledge of foreign lan- rium at 7 PM. The session will include a
and is. compelling enough for
I h t publn' segsrenl of thr Camguages. The program has set up work- speaker and a training session. Robinson
people to w.mi to donate Tho le^: >;IMI pnignisvhediilodlohxi'i April 21-22,
books and sheets which are designed for is hoping for the program to get under-

College's Capital Campaign Continues
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Released September 17,1994.

Silver Dollar Restaurant
586Zion Street
Phone:527-3466
Monday-Thurs: 10 am-1 am
Friday-Sat: 10 am-2 am
Sunday: 11 am- 1 am
2 pool tables available

Trinity Students Welcome • Student Discounts

preaching:
"Pro Patria ec EccJesia:

A Modem Translation"
and conversation
following the semce
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Investigation Into Violation of Marriott Workers Rights
Small points to the number of
personal days afforded to each
employee. .For employees who
have given one year of service,
Note: The names of the
they are allowed one personal
Marriott employees interviewed
have been deleted as requested by
day and their birthday; for emeach employee him- or herself.
ployeesof two or more years of
service, they are allowed two
In February, students, facpersonal days arid their birthulty and Marriott employees
day.
met to discuss Marriott food
In the summer, Marriott
workers' working conditions.
employees met with the ReSeveral problem areas were
gional director concerning
cited.
health care benefits. "They
The problems discussed
'couldn't promise anything
were as follows: Marriott emnew/ but said, 'We're working
ployees were unable to use Trin- The Marriott Non-Management on it.' Yeah, right," said one
ity facilities or take classes at Handbook and Guide states, "It is Marriott employee with confirTrinity; Marriott was hiring from our policy to promote from mation from another.
outside, rather than promoting within the work group when
There are also incentives
from within; some employees possible."
awarded according to workpercouldn't speak basic English
One employee said, "The formance. Each employee is
very well; health care benefits jobs aren't posted with much rated on a spectrum of 1 to 5,
were overpriced; a pay freeze advance notice, and sometimes where 1 is excellent and 5 is
was introduced; there was no not posted at all. If someone is poor. For a rating of 1, the emset schedule of hours for each hired from within, it's because ployee receives a $500 bonus.
worker; there were no job de- of favoritism." Mr. Small vehe- For a rating of 2, the employee
scriptions, so employees had to mently denies awarding jobs receives a $250 bonus. No boanswer to supervisors' "reason- due to favoritism and claims that nus is awarded for a rating of 3.
able requests"; and a high rate all employees have a fair chance One employee argued that the
of turnover.
to bid on the job.
bonus program is "not honest
In 1991, Community OutPosting schedules in ad- or fair": "How could you serve
reach, under the direction and vance is still a problem. Because a scoop of mashed potatoes betleadership of Deborah McBride schedules are only posted for ter? ...Or how could the dish'93 introduced English as a Sec- three to four days in advance in washers load the machines betond Language (ESL). Accord- Catering, John Thomas missed ter?" Another suggested that
ing to Kathy Robinson '95, work and was later terminated. bonuses-were awarded because
Marriott provides for one hour
Withrespecttobenefits,Mr. of favoritism.
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor

at the employee's regular wage
of language training per week
for each employee who is enrolled in ESL. Katy Erskine '96
estimated that there were fifteen Marriott employees enrolled in ESL last year.
To date, the only Trinity
facility openly available to the
Marriott employees is the gym
to work out.
Mr. Small claims that positions available are posted for
every Marriott employee at Trinity to see before Marriott considers hiring from the outside.

As far as setting the procedures andpolicdes,theNoM-Management Handbook and Guide ad-

dresses concerns raised in focus
groups. However, as one employee said, "We were supposed
to help work on the book. We
didn't get to."
Further, the first page of
the Handbook reads, "Marriott
reserves the right to modify,
change, alter, or cancel at any
time without written or verbal
notice all or any part of the
Handbook's contents, sections,
or provisions.

that the at-will status is part of
Connecticut and New York labor practices, and Marriott is
thus required to include that
paragraph. He insists that
Marriott's "Guarantee of Fair
Treatment" policy is Marriott's
guideline for all grievances.
"Basically, everything is a
cosmetic change," said a
Marriott employee. "Nothing's
really changed."
"Everybody here works
hard and they're underpaid for
what they do—it's criminal,"
added another. "This is not to

"I didn't go past the first page [of the Handbook]. There was enough there to tell me the
rest of it was going to kill me."
—Marriot Employee
"All employees are at-will
employees and may terminate
their employment at any time
for any or no reason and the
Company likewise reserves the
right to terminate any employee
at any time for any or no reason."
"I didn't go past the first
page [of the Handbook]," said
one employee. "There was
enough there to tell me the rest
of it was going to kill me."
Mr. Small claims, however,

say that a union is the only solution—We just need an equal
hand."
Mr. Small said, "What it
comes down to is respect. They
want to be treated with respect.
To me it's almost too simplistic—that they weren't treated
with it before..."
Negotiations still continue
and focus groups meet, but
whether these actually produce
any substantial change has yet
to be seen.

Congratulations And Good Luck
To The New Class Officers
Senior Class
Laurie Cfaiaverini- President
Maxine Skaggs- Vice President
Jennifer Petrelli- Secretary

Class
Elizabeth McFarlan-President
Nicole Tateosian- Vice President
Rima DosM- Secretary

Sophomore Class
Nate MacDonald- President
Carmela Mazzotta- Vice President
April Lionett- Secretary
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Cannons Removed For Repair And Refurbishment
BY CHRISTOPHER WELCH
News Writer

For those students who
have been around campus in
previous years, the vista on the
main quad above the fields has
been missing a couple of key
landmarks for several months.
The cannons thathave traditionally dominated the lower walk
were removed last February by
army engineers using heavy
cranes and other equipment and
were handed over to the Navy
League for refurbishment.
Although the actual removal was rather complex,
stemming from the weighty nature of the objects, their disappearance was little noticed by
members of the community.

Brian Kelly recalled receiving a its predecessor having been
frantic phone call one morning captained by.Farragut himself.
from one of the campus safety It was from the decks of this
officers a few weeks later, say- ship that he Was supposed to
ing that someone had stolen the have uttered his famous phrase
cannons overnight.
"Damn the torpedoes".
The artifacts have sustained
Trinity'sownbatterieswere
general wear and tear, pio- taken from that steam-powered
longed exposure to the elements, warship and have resided on
periodic re-paintings in more the campus ever since. After a
unorthodox color schemes than general restoration by the Navy
their traditional black, courtesy League, they will be used in the
of our own students. While still ceremony for the current USS
very well preserved, the can- Hartford, after which they will
nons are overdue for some re- ".be returned to campus in a much
pair.
improved state. While the exact
The guns are to be part of scheduling of their return is unthe commissioning exercises for certain, John Woolley, Director
the USS Hartford, a new subma- of Facilities Management and
rine scheduled to begin duty in head of the project at Trinity
December. The Hartford is not said that "they will definitely be
the first vessel to bear that name, back by commencement".

-.

' . " • • • « - •

Honor Code Debate Continues
continued from page 1

that, given the results of the
vote, SGA plans to leave the
Honor Code issue alone for
now. He stated that SGA cannot spend any more time on it,
considering that there isn't
much student support for the
whole issue.
Liz Platt, '95, President of
SGA, however, stated that because the vote was so close,
there is reason to keep the issue
open a little while longer.
Whatever happens concerning the future of the Code
of Academic Integrity at Trinity, it is important to know the
history of the proposed code,
and the process involved in finally coming to a referendum.
The concept of an Honor
Code at Trinity began in 1989,
when SGA began work on a
review of Trinity's policies and
procedures. The goal of this
study was to increase student
participation in all areas.
According to Martha

Risser of the Classics Dept., a
proposal for a Code of Academic
Integrity was brought before the
Academic Affairs Committee in
February of 1991. At this point,
the Committee voted to support
the concept, and to work on redrafting the SGA proposal.
Then another twist was
added to the whole process,
when former President Gerety
declared that the creation of an
Honor Code be made part of his
infamous Strategic Plan. Thus,
in 1993, when the Strategic Plan
Committee officially endorsed
the idea of an Honor Code, there
were three groups involved
with working on the proposal.
After much deliberation,
these groups finally came to an
agreement,and produced adraft
of the proposal which they all
supported. On April 12, Martha
Risser of the Academic Affairs
Committee presented the proposal to the faculty. The faculty,
however, voted against the draft,
as they felt that didn't give stu-

dents the same rights as faculty. This was one of the major
concerns of the faculty and the
various committees, so, more
revisions were made.
Throughout these past five
years, the drafting process has
involved extensive research on
the part of the various groups
involved. Committees examined schools with and without
honor codes, looking to see how
effective these codes were, and
how they affected the overall
atmosphere of independence
and responsibility at schools.
Dean thomas conducted
a survey of other schools with
Honor Codes, to find out how
they introduced the new code,
and to find out the different
variations in colleges' codes.
The final draft proposed for
Trinity is a combination of elements from other colleges.
SGA has yet to decide
whether the honor code will be
put aside, or whether it will be
pursued further.

Peace Corps
On Campus

(CATHERINE MITCHELL
Empty concrete blocks await the return
of our beloved cannons removed for renovation.

More Space Needed
For Student Parking
continued from page 1

campus to frequent ticketing.
Students on the south side
of campus are often willing to
risk anguish of a ticket or being
towed because they do not
know where to safely park their
car near their dorm. One strategy to alleviate the parking
problem on campus would be
the expansion of the Summit
Street lots. Brian Kelly, Director of Campus Safety, stated
that he is "currently investigating the capacity of the Summit Street to house diagonal
parking." One way to facilitate more convenient parking
along Summit Street for South
side residents, would be to connect the lots along Summit

Street, thus adding more
spaces for student parking.
•This plan may not be possible,
but it is certainly worth investigating.
Although many students
are pleased by the administration's efforts to improve parking on campus, the problem
remains acute. The south side
of campus is without adequate
and convenientparkingplaces.
The solution to this problem
may be to compromise some
of the aesthetics of the south
side for the sake of practicality. Campus Safety continues
to encourage students to take
advantage of the shuttle service and to utilize the Vernon
Street lot.

•party to

WELCOMEfBACK)

Info Session: Thurs, Sept 29,7 PM, Mather Alumni Lounge
Info Table: Thurs, Sept 29,11 -2, Mather Hall
need someone to join 6,500 people
already working in over 90 developing countries around the world.
To help people help themselves.
The work isn't easy. And it
takes more than just concern.
It takes motivation. Commitment. But it's a chance to stop
dreaming about a better world
and start doing something about it.

For more info, call (800)424-8580

ENGLISH MAJORS
(and all considering English as a major)
-from near and far~
Drop by the department (115 Vernon)
4til5PMfor
-exotic food and-exotic talesThursday, September 29
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Carbone's A Serious Time Commitment
BY MARY DAVIS &
VICKY MARANO
Metro-Hartford Writers

Mary: My roommate dragged me
out of my bed at 7:15 last night to start
our restaurant critique business. Fifteen
minutes later we were in my car headed
down Broad St. towards Little Italy on
Franklin Ave. We cruised the red-greenwhite striped road until we decided on
Carbone's (588 Franklin Ave.), secured
the car on a well lit street, and suspiciously entered the white adobe-like
building with the purple neon sign.
Vicky: As we drove past the red,

then and would be with us shortly.
Vicky: Because we arrived at 7:30
with a parly of two, we did not need
reservations; if we had a larger party, I
think it would have been a bit more
difficult. We were seated promptly and
were a little taken back by the atmosphere. Mind you- we had no idea what
kind of a restaurant it was and we were
being to feel that we were out of our price
range. Each table was candle lit, and
most of the patrons were wearing suit
jackets or dresses. Needless to say, I felt
a little out of place in my jeans. Nonetheless we were seated, and awaited the
arrival of the menu to asses the damage

I do not think that I would ever return to this restaurant
again, nor would I recommend it. The service was slow,
prices high and food mediocre.
green and white striped center line for
traffic, I began to get a feel for where we
were. There were restaurants with the
name of Mario's, and I knew we were in
for a night of large dishes and red wine.
Mary and I were in Little Italy and I was
beginning to like the feel of it. We didn't
know which restaurant to stop at; they
all looked appetizing. We finally decided on Carbone's; we didn't really
know what to expect but we decided to
go in anyway.
Mary: Trie host and hostess greeted
us kindly, promptly searing us at a table
for two in the next room. The restaurant
was obviously popular, as most of the
seats were occupied by nicely dressed
eaters over the age of thirty. The waiters
and waitresses were dressed in fake tuxedos, running frantically around wheeling carts, and in their chaos they seemed
to forget about us. After about five minutes a waitress came over with some
menus, explaining that she wasn't our
waitress, but ours was a little busy right

j

our wallets were about to experience. It
took a while, but finally the waitress
brought the menu over, lit the candle on
our table, and commented "Ladies night
out?" "Yes," we replied without elaborating. I got the feeling that most of the
patrons were not like us. I surveyed the
area and noticed that there were mostly
couples, or large groups of adults. I did
not observe any children nor other people
our age.
Mary: We scanned the menu and
decided to order some appetizers^before
dinner. I ordered a dish consisting of
mushrooms, basil, and sun dried tomatoes sauteed in olive oil on focaccia bread,
and Vicky ordered some exotic greens
with beans and bread in a soup. We
ordered our dinners at the same time.
Vicky decided on a Vegetarian Lasagna,
and I, futuccine with a tomato and basil
sauce. Ten or fifteen minutes passed
before the waitress brought us some really buttery garlic bread and crunchy
breadsticks. Fifteenmbreirunutespassed

.

"1
I

Restaurant Reviews:
I
Once again, the Tripod will be sending stuj dents out to review restaurants. The greater Hart1 ford area provides Trinity students, parents and
| friends with a plethora of dining options with
| everything from Thai to Texan. But, where to go to
| dinner when a friend visits or just when you can't
eat anymore institutional food from Mather, can be
a frustrating dilemma.
And since, all of Trinity's students are worthy of
a free dinner at some time, the Tripod is ready to send you off.
All that you have to do is fill out a 3x5 card with your name,
the person you're recommending's name, your extension and
a short story relaying any reason of why you or your friend
deserves a no-cost, quality meal. The Tripod staff will vote on
the most deserving and most dramatic and they will be able to
have a dinner for two. Drop your entry off in Box 702582
The participants are subject to the following restrictions:
-must be able to provide their own transportation
-need to pay, save the receipt, and then get reimbursed by
The Tripod. (Forty dollar limit)

i_

The Writing Center
Individual Tutoring Services
Located at US Ueraon St.

Hours:
Monday Through Friday
1:00 - 4:00 PM
Monday through Thursday

6:30-9:30 PM
Late night hours in Mather Had
Sun and Mon 10PM "til Midnight

„

/f

^
Drop in or calf 2468 for
an appointment.

before she brought us our salads, mine
drowned in salad dressing. Fifteen to
twenty minutes passed and the waitress
brought us our sketchy looking appetizers. Vicky's looked absolutely disgusting, as though it just washed upon the
shore, and mine didn't look very pleasant either. The food tasted much better
than it looked; I tasted a bit of Vicky's
seaweed and it was surprisingly good,
almost sweet.
Vicky: Upon opening our menus
we saw that the price range was high.
Appetizers ranged in price from $4.50 to
about $9.00, pastas from $13.50 to 16.00,
entrees from $17.00 to $21.00, drinks from
$2.00 to $4.50 and desserts from $3.75 to
$5.00. I noticed that the menu did not
have many options- the appetizers were
seemingly ordinary, the pasta dishes
were not exotic nor were the meat entrees. After a few minutes of inspecting
the menu, we decided upon two appetizer and two pasta dishes for our dinner.
However, we had to wait about ten minutes for our waitress to come over to ask
us what we wished to order. When we
were finished ordering our waitress
brought over some garlic bread, which
was hot and tasty. I ordered brochette as
an appetizer- usually it is just bread with
tomatoes and olive oil. I was shocked to
see that my brochette arrived in a light
brown soup topped with spinach, potatoes, and beans. I was not too pleased,
but I attempted to eat it anyway. The
bread was soaked and extremely unappetizing, as was the spinach; I did not
like it. Mary's appetizer was focaccia
bread with mushrooms, sun dried tomatoes and olive oil. She seemed to like the
flavor, but I did not; to me it tasted
smoky. 'Oh well' I thought, liopefully
the main course will be better.'
Mary: Twenty to thirty minutes
later, our dinner came, and though we
were already quite stuffed, we dove in to
our pastas. Mine was nice, and had I
been hungry I might have enjoyed it. It
was pretty light, and would have been

perfect had I not eaten the appetizers. I
didn't taste Vicky's lasagna. The waiter
gave us a complimentary bowl of fried
eggplant, but I only had a small bite.
Vicky: We were given a plain garden salad with our pastas, which was
fresh and crispy. The service was very
slow and the pasta entree was disappointing. It was over cooked and the
sauce was bland. After a disappointing
dinner, we were hoping for a tasty dessert. We ordered white chocolate mousse
with a peach sauce.
Mary: Twenty minutes later the
waitress cleared our table and said she
would be back with a dessert menu. Ten
minutes later she came back, we ordered
white chocolate mouse for dessert to
share. The dessert came ten more minutes later, and it was undoubtedly the
best part of the meal. They served the
mouse in a square on a layer of dark
chocolate, sitting in a puddle of a peach
liqueur sauce. It was delicious. We
waited another twenty minutes before
they noticed that we were finished eating, and brought the check.
Vicky: After a night of dissatisfaction, we left $58.00 dollars poorer and
not very happy. I do not think that I
would ever return to this restaurant
again, nor would I recommend it. The
service was slow, prices high and food
mediocre.
Mary: During the two hours we
were there, I had plenty of time to take in
the atmosphere. The restaurant was lit
with candles, the tables covered in a polyester blend material, the wallpaper was
satiny, and there were fake flowers in the
corners. Strangely enough, the windows
were all frosted so I couldn't look out at
the beautiful street filled with lowered
'82 Oldsmobiles with tinted windows.
Overall, the food was pretty good, the
prices a little higher than average,but the
service left something to be desired.
When among friends, this could be a fun
outing, however, I'd only recommend it
if you're bored and not too particular.

SHOWCASE CINEMAS
936 Silver Lane, East Hartford, 568-8810
shows after 11P.M. on weekends only
Timecop

.J

True Lies
The Next Karate Kid
Fresh
Clear mid Present Danger
Forrest Gump
Natural Burn Killers
Trial By Jury
A Good Man Tn Africa
Milk Money
Princess Carabou
Corrind, Corrina

1:00,1:25, 3:25, 5:00, 5:35, 7:20,
7:45, 9:45,10:00,11:40
4:20, 7:00,9:45
1:00, 3:05, 5:15, 7:30,10:05
1:55,4:40, 7:15, 9:50
1:15, 4:15, 7:05, 9:45
1:20,4:10,7:00,9:40
1:45,4:05,9:30
1:05,3:10,5:20,7:40, 10:10
1:30
1:45,4:30,7:35,9:55
1:10, 3:15, 5:10, 7:55, 9:25
1:50,4:35,7:50,10:15

CINEMA CITY
235 BraiAard Road, Hartford, 549-0030
early shows on Saturdays and Sundays only
Prisci I la Queen
Barcelona
In the Land of the Deaf
Rat Drink Man Woman

1:05,4:30, 7:35, 9:50
J:30,4:20,7:25, 9:45
7:35,9:40
1:15,4:05, 7:15, .9:40
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Trinity Helps With Local Home-Ownership Programs
proximately 110 families have purchased new home. Mr. Martinez admits,"... we Trinity's commitment to this program.
homes through the program.
got a great deal."
"He's doing an excellent job," Martinez
The original concept was the brainTheir colonial duplex has a one-bed- said, "... he's picking right up where he
The Martinez family has lived in
child of Mr. Martinez arid Michael roomapartmentdownstairs,and the fam- [Gerety] left off."
their home on Lincoln Street for just
Menatiann and the Frog Hollow Revital- ily lives upstairs in four bedrooms and
In fact, Trinity is working with the
over nine months. What makes their
ization Committee. Once participants in • living areas. They also have a 150 foot H.O.M.E. program to set up the new
two-family colonial home special is that
the program are selected, banks are lib- yard for the children to play in, as the 'Turn the Key Program'. The first house
it was purchased under the Hartford
eral on qualifications necessary to sign home is in a safe, residential area.
in this program lies in Lincoln Street and
The H.O.M.E. program works in is close to being finished. An eligible
conjunction with Hartford Hospital, Trin- family that wants to live nearby will
Interim President Borden Painter, ond assuming office,
ity College, and the Hartford Institute of choose a dilapidated house and it will be
Living. The heads of these three institu- renovated and decorated according to
reaffirmed Trinity's commitment to this program. "He's
tions, as well as interested neighborhood their specifications. The house will then
doing an excellent job," Martinez said, "... he's picking
members, make up the Revitalization be sold to them at only 20% above the
Committee. Trinity itself began a pro- cost of construction.
right up where he [Gerety] left off."
gram under President Tom Gerety where
After working with the H.A.R.T.
the loans. Prospective homeowners are they will assist families who choose program for so many years and helping
H.O.M.E. program.
TheH.O.M.E. program (HomeOwn- given rates 2% below the regular interest houses nearby the college. The college other families find not only housing but
ership Made Easy) is run by a grant from rate and have points and other fees will help with closing fees and a down low interest loans, President Dave
H.A.R.T. (Hartford Areas Rally To- waived. If a family has been renting payment of between $7-10,000. Also, the Martinez and his family finally have a
gether), together wiih title Frog Hollow steadily for several years, but has no loan is interest free for the first six years, new home. Martinez maintains that he
Housing Coalition. David Martinez is credit, their renting history is counted as and no money has to be paid back before will help with the Frog Hollow housing
then.
programs as long as there are people in
ihe president of H.A.R.T. and is serving credit.
the last few months of a two-term posiThisprocedure is what was followed
Several families have taken advan- the area that need secure housing. Meantion. For six years, the program has by the Martinez family and now Dave tage of this program so far, living on while, at 55 Lincoln Street, the Martinez
helped to give low interest loans to fami- and Mary Martinez, Louis Vincent, 11, Broad and Lincoln Streets, as well as family is comfortably settled in their
lies looking to purchase homes in the David Louis, 6, and Michaela Julia, 13 Allen Place. Interim President Borden new home and they "...couldn't be hapFrog Hollow region. In this time, ap- months, are comfortably settled in their Painter, once assuming office, reaffirmed pier."

BY CHRISTINA MANQS
Metro-Hartford Writer

A Friday Night Far Away From Vernon Street
BY HANNAH STEVENS
Metro-Hartford writer

After reading "West End happenings: bar bingo...," in the Hartford Courant, I decided to spend an unprecedented
Friday evening at the Cool Moose Cafe
on Sisson Ave. in Hartford; where one of
the most unconventional games of Bingo
was being played. There were no blue haired, Barbara Bush look-a-likes rather,
the place was filled with crazy men and
women just waitingtoget their hands on

free drinks.
Early on, it became quite apparent
that this was not your ordinary Bingo:
Almost immediately after I entered I
heard someone holler, "Bingo!" This
was followed by the hisses and boos of
distraught players that had to clear their
cards. It slightly resembled a children's
game of Bingo, though; where half of the
kids cheat, placing markers on uncalled
numbers and the other half clear their
cards too soon and then get really upset
when the game continues and their cards

are empty. But, everyone in the bar is far
from melancholy and their spirits soar
even when they are the losers. This is
because as an audience member or nonwinner, your job is to determine the free
drinks that'll be going to the winner.
These drinks range from pitchers of beer
to shots of zambuca.
The games overseer is "Skully" a
magnificently, loud man, who bellowed
out the numbers along with his favorite
anecdotes. The room would get awfully
quite at times and if you were really

skilled, you could listen to the background music from old sitcoms while
keeping track of Skully and his roll of
numbers. Apparently, barbingo has been
takingplace for almost a year on Wednesday andFridaynights beginning at 10pm.
There is definitely room for a rambunctious Trinity crowd on Sisson Ave,; so if
you are looking for something beyond
fraternity basements and the View you
should pack up the car and go. After all,
where on the Trinity campus can you
find a night of crazy laughter for a dollar.

For once, a cut in
educational spending that
actually helps students.
i
Power Maantoslr 6100/60 8/250
unto CD-ROM, Mamltxir Color Di$ay, A

Power MadnlaA- 7100/668/250
AppleDesign Keiimmt andmouse.

With Applet special low student pricing, you can get a terrific deal on Macintosh"
the best-selng personal computer on college campuses today. You can choose the affordable Macintosh Performa," which comes complete with lots of powerful softwaretohelp
get you through college. You can also choose the portable Apple" PowerBook* or ihe Power

Macintosh"- the worlds fastest Mac? And because Macintosh is still the easiest personal computer, you won't havetodig through complex manuals. Plus, with low student pricing, a Mac
is as easytoafford as it istouse. All of which makes it the ideal time to kTaJk
S
discover the power all college students need. The powertobe your best! p p l

For further information visit the Computer Store
in the MCEC, Room 115 or call 297-2007
®W4'\^Cl>l^i!i^.lnc^ri^riser^.^^,txJ^lek^Mmia^J
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Karate Kid IV^ Three Too Many

this movie was to see some kick-stomp- movie was the company although, all not feel bad for her, but want to assume
ing, fist-fighting karate moves come from Paul had to say throughout the movie the praying-mantis position and slap her
a girl. I looked forward to some of that was/ "Dude, this girl's fly." So, for all around a little bit in an effort to get some
vintage Karate Kid, you know, the on the wondering about the Next Karate Kid real emotion out of her.
The good scenes are few and really
The general consensus is that The edge of your seat karate tournaments from a guy's perspective, I guess she was
Next Karate Kid is a sure disappoinment. and fights, wax on-wax off, the ever- " pretty fly. From my perspective, she was far between and don't hold a pen light to
It stars newcomer Hilary Swank as Julie famous crane move. It was all missing. lame. She only fought once at the end of the bad scenes. Scenes so bad that they
and veteran Pat Morita as Mr. Miyagi. It What was left was a mediocre coming of the movie and she even had to ask for make you cringe because you're so emhas a typical Karate Kid story-line. Julie, age flick whose mainplot was devoted to permission. Don't let your curiosity barrassed for the actors. Moreover, the
a typical teenage girl, loses her parents the transformation ofJuliefrom teen rebel tempt you to see this movie. You'll feel characters that were portrayed were so
and is left in the care of her grandmother, to sage Karate girl. Kudos to Mr. Miyagi.
who just happens to be the widow of one Julie had so much teen-angs t in this movie Julie had so much teen-anxt in this movie that most of the
of Mr. Miyagi's best friends in the US that most of the time you wanted Mr.
time you wanted Mr. Miyagi to give her a swift chop to
Army during WW II. At the behest of Miyagi to give her a swift chop to the
Mr. Miyagi, the grandmother and Julie head. No wax on-wax off for Julie either. the head. No wax on-wax off for Julie either. She had to
go to live in his house in California, so She had to go the mall. Of course there
that Julie can come to better terms with are similarities to the previous Karate go the mall.
her emotions. Apparently, she is in a Kids. The notorious bad guys in the muchbetteraboutyourself knowing that unrealistic it was pathetic. 1 mean really,
total state of teen rebellion and harbor- movie just happen to be the law enforce- you didn't actually spend your money or a high school in Brookline, Mass, run by
ing much anger over her parents death. ment squad of Julie's high school. OK, so time to see this.
a crack-head Nazi who keeps having
Enter Mr. Miyagi. Julie gets suspended how many groups of semi-fascist goons
flash backs to when he was in the war?
from school for two weeks after breaking wearing tight black T-shirts do you find
Paul: Karate Kid IV, The Next Karate Please, this concept just isn't credible.
into her school to feed a hawk that she patrolling the halls of high schools in Kid. In one word, cheese. I came into this
As far as character development is
keeps on the roof. Random. Anyway, suburban Boston? Remember that de- movie looking for some good old fashion concerned, I guess by the, end of the
Mr. Miyagi takes her to a Buddhist mon- ranged war vet that had his own dojo in butt-kicking, waxin'-on waxin' off and movie Julie San lost some of her mallastery to teach her karate. She comes the first Karate Kid? Well, he's.reincar- left feeling that Ria and I could have crawl attitude and matured spiritually in
back moderately reformed with a new nated in Karate Kid IV and like the first kicked everyone's a—, including Mr. some respects. On the whole though, I
appreciation for life. OK. So, the plot guy, he's still pretty disillusioned.
never really became all that involved in
Miyagi's, in the movie.
doesn't diverge much from here. There's
And what about Mr. Miyagi? Paul
The new karate kid, Julie San, hardly her character because she just didn't seem
did anything interesting,nevernundkick real. Now Mr. Miyagi, on the other hand,
The good scenes are few and really far between and don't any a—. Not that fighting is the only there is a real character.
For me, Mr. Miyagi is just the light at
thing I wanted to see, but really, at least
hold a pen light to the bad scenes. Scenes so bad that
Daniel San got pummeled a few times, the end of the tunnel. His character has
they make you cringe because you're so embarrassed for
which moved you enough to feel bad for stayed stable throughout the sequels
him, hoping that he would get his re- (though I've only seen the first one, but
the actors.
venge. In this movie, however, I felt no rumor has it its true) and his spiritual
the obvious love twist and disappoint- seems to think he's cool. I thought he emotion for Julie San, and thus didn't anecdotes were as lively as ever. Even
though Miyagi is 139 years old he still
ingly enough, the lack of adequate fight wasdumb. His forms of communication really care what she did.
had
the goods. In fact, he fought more
Ill admit that I almost felt bad for
scenes but beyond that there's nothing have deteriorated over the years and his
times
than Julie San and he looked better
her
in
the
beginning
because
she
lost
anecdotes
on
life
have
gotten
weirder.
much to tell.
Ria: I have only two words to sum Get this one: "When the sun is bright, the both of her parents. That feeling, how- too. All said and done, Mr. Miyagi kept
ever, was fleeting. Her childish attitude the movie relatively alive, and almost
up this movie: "Don't go." I must admit grass is green." Figure that out.
The only thing I enjoyed about this and sophomoric lines made me not only made it worthwhile to see, almost.
the only incentive I had in going to see
BY REGINA MENDOZA &
PAUL TEDESCO
Metro-Hartford Writers
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Josh Karter's Schedule Packed With Two Upcoming Projects
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

Theater and Dance professor Josh
Karter certainly has his hands full this
semester. In addition to directing the
upcoming production of At the Still Point,
coming to Garmany Hall from Sept. 22 to
Sept. 25, Karter is part of a project which
will bring Russian actors to Trinity to
perform an open rehearsal of Tally' Folly
on September 29.
Karter's first task, the direction of
Jordan Roberts' At the Still Point, is not a
new one for him. He directed the play in
its east coast premiere in Providence,
Rhode Island with the Newgate Theater.
In the Trinity production, the Newgate
players will again be the cast.
When Karter was initially choosing
between scripts in the Providence production with the Newgate Theater, he
was attracted to At the Still Point. His
impression of it was that it was a "nice,
new American play".
It may have been sort of an odd
project for a director to take on, because
at that point, At the Still Point was neither
a premiere production nor an established
classic. The original production of At the
Still Point had been in California, with
the Sacramento Repertory Theater. When
Karter chose the play to be produced in
Providence, he took on the difficult task
of getting a play produced a second time.
It is easy for one to underestimate
the difficulty of such a job. According to
Karter, with the first production of a

particular play, one sees a great deal of
enthusiasm from both participants and
audiences simply because people hold
the belief that the play might be the next
great success in the theater world. After
that, however, whether the play is executed successfully or not, it is still not
the blessed "premiere" event after that
initial production.
Still, Karter liked At the Still Point
enough to go for that second production
in Providence, and now for a third time
at Trinity. Part of the attraction to the
play for Karter is its defiance of easy
description. With themes of AIDS, romance, homosexuality and more, theplay
simply does not fit into a category with
just these themes. The best Karter can
offer for a description is that it is a play in
which the central ideas involve "hearing
and connecting with each other"; in other
words, this is not a simple, one-dimensional play.
Karter's wish to "reconfigure the
audience to suit the play" perhaps led to
the use of Garmany Hall for the location
for Trinity's production of At the Still
Point. The nature of the small theater is
such that there will be an interaction
between the audience and the players
that will go along with the fabric of the
play itself.
Karter's secondpreoccupation these
days is his involvement with the Russian
language premiere of Tally's Folly at the
Jewish Community Center in Hartford.
Though the actual show will be put on at
the Center, an open rehearsal at Trinity
will expose students and visitors to an

untranslated Russian feature the Thursday before the play officially opens.
Players from The Moscow Art Theater, with years and years of experience,
will be the fortitude of the production.
Karter describes Moscow theater as "the
best in the world"; the arts, he says, are
taken very seriously in Russia. The joy
that people find in cultural offerings
prompts them to come out in droves for
theater openings and the like. As such,
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Professor Joshua Karter.
this production of Tally's Folly will expose the Trinity community to some of
the most dedicated and serious actors in
the world.
The project, despite all that it might
offer to the Trinity community, holds as
its main goal the education of its Russian
participants in American culture. The
actors, by living and rehearsing in our
community, hope to take back a little bit

of culture to Russia. When the rehearsals
do start, we may find the actors immersing themselves in our campus, sitting
perhaps a table away at the Cave, or
milling along with the masses on the
Long Walk.
This Russian production of Tally's
Folly does not mark the first involvement that Josh Karter has had with Russian theater. He is also part of a summer
school program in Moscow with a company called Nikitski Gates, which sends
about thirteen or fourteen students to
Moscow over the summer to become, as
the Tally's Folly cast will when they are
here, immersed in the culture. Usually
two or three Trinity students participate
in the program, and the other participants come from other colleges nationwide.
Karter's new projects are worth
keeping an eye out for. At tlte Still Point
will be playing this weekend in Garmany
Hall in Austin Arts, and what better opportunity for a Trinity student to see a
new American drama that eludes a simple
description?
As for the Trinity open rehearsal of
Tally's Folly, one should be forewarned
that the play is entirely in Russian, and
Karter does not plan on having a translator available. Nevertheless, he isn't worried about how such a production •will be
received. If things go well, people who
attend the open rehearsal here will at
least grasp some of the emotional content of the play, and will be able to watch
some of the most talented actors in the
world do their work.

Connecticut Concert Opera Performs To Verdi Fans
BY BEE BORNHEIMER
Arts Editor

Moments ago, in the Goodwin Theater of Austin Arts, I experienced my
first real opera. The Barbieri Endowment
for Italian Culture presented Viva Verdi!
Sunday afternoonat3:00toatrulypacked
theater. So great was the outcome, in fact,
that at least fifteen opera patrons were
left standing in the aisles throughout
most of the performance. The performance was perhaps even slightly marred
by such an outcome; the shuffling and
shifting of the latecomers distracted a bit
from the first few pieces.
The performance was open to both
the Trinity community and the Hartford
community. Though it was indeed a well
attended event, it was not Trinity students who populated the theater, but
nicely dressed, serious looking People
From the Real World. Needless to say,
few students turned out for this function;
perhaps opera is not exactly the music of
choice for our campus? As an event of
significant cultural prominence in the
Hartford area, however, it is not surprising that many people from outside Trinity were aware of this free concert and
took this opportunity to see some of
Connecticuts most talented artists for no
charge.
For this operatic experience, I was
lucky enough to be in the presence of
some of Connecticut's finest opera singers. Connecticut Concert Opera, the company which performed the pieces in Viva
Verdi!, brings talented men and women
from Connecticut together for performances such as this one.
The men and women in this production, as one might have guessed from the
title Viva Verdi!, chose for the content of
the show assorted arias and ensembles
by Giuseppe Verdi. Artistic director of
the production was Wayne Rivera, who
also performed in three of the pieces of
the performance.
In Mr. Rivera's first piece, from II
Trovatore, performed with Mary Fox, the
story told through the emotion in their

rich voices was at times woeful, at times
frantic. Then, for a brief moment the two
singers were unified in harmony which
seemed to symbolize some sort of reconciliation between the two characters that
they were representing, Azucena and
Manrico. What struck me most about the
presentation in general, as exhibited in
this piece, as well as others, was the way
in which the stories were told to the
audience.
Following pieces exhibited similar
story-telling techniques. "DiProvenza,il
mar", a selection from La Traviata, was
performed by singer Howard Sprout,
taking on the role of Giorgio Germont
from the opera. This piece, along with
singer Priscilla Gale's piece directly following it, were for me the climax of the
performance. Ms. Gale's "Ah, fors'e luiSempre libera", in which she performs
the role of Violetta Valery, was appropriately placed as the last piece before
the intermission, as it left the audience
with ears still ringing with its richness
and emotionality.
Naturally, unless one is capable of
understanding Italian, much less understanding the language sung in an operatic performance, one must find other
ways of comprehending the piece. What
opera singers do therefore, is pack their
arias and ensembles with emotion
equivalent to a full dramatic production.
In this production of Verdi's classics, it was fascinating to observe the
pieces in which a singular performer
would bring the audience into its lamentation, only to strike back a moment later
with fiercely passionate cries, changing
the mood entirely. The sole accompaniment for these artists was pianist Joyce
Zei, of the University of Hartford's Hartt
School.
The singers seemed exceptionally
talented and reached extremes to near
perfection; however, there did seem to
be some avoidance of a middle range.
When crossing between the extreme
highs and the dramatic lows, these singers did not appear to be comfortable in
the in-between. This did not take too

much away from the performance
though, as it was the extreme notes which
were meant to deliver the most poignant
parts of each piece.
For all those opera fans out there
who missed this performance, there's
more to come in October. The Connecticut Choral Artists from this performance
can be seen again in an upcoming show

at the Wallace Stevens Theater in Hartford on October 23, and then on October
29 at Crowell Concert Hall at Wesleyan
University. The upcoming performance,
entitled I Puritani, has a special discount
for student opera fans, so if you are interested, call for tickets at 572-2300 for the
Hartford performance, or 685-3355 for
the Wesleyan performance.

Amos and Moshell Impress
Audiences With Piano Duo
BY I,IZ WORTHY
Ar:* Writer

iSi'ctomi Amos and CIe.v<i; J Moshell,
twolalentedTrinily professors, treated
the audience ai Austin Arts to "A Concert, of Two Piunos" last Saturday at
S:00'pm. As the iivo pianists graced the
stage, the crowd hushed then broke
out in applause. For HIP next hour JIUI
a half, the theater rang wilh workh like
Francis. I'oulenr's Sonata for Two Hanos, Johannes Hr.ihmt.' Variations of J
Theme by Joseph Haydn, op. 56b, Richard Rodders' Prologue from Carousel, and Sergei Rachmaninoff's Suite
No. 2, op, 17.
The largo audience, despite, the
rainy evening, was made up of a tew
Trinity students, uuny of whom were
writing critiques for Dr. Moshcll's
freshman seminar class. Also strong in
attenihiruv were staff members and
people I'roru the community. If bursts
of applause afier each selection and
numerous curtain calls rere.ivedby the
pianists weren't enough to measure
crowd response, the comments marie
during the Lwinty minute intermission certainly were.
Kt'rrwrks. Milled from "very nice",
"neni", lo "an ambitious and varied
program" and ''you don't hear two
pianos very often." Jane Bartlett, a pianist whii lias ytlayui! duo piano lor
twiaiLy-iivt! years said, "il was a well
eiuwc-n program -mi! an exhilarating

performance." A woman who
wanted lo be quoted as J Trinity fan
exclaimed, "It was excellent, lantnstic; Mushell is a genius!" One couple
summed up the program in two
words: "vivneujusanduiverftifying."
The reviews from the performers
were just as positive. Ms. Amos commented Ihal Ihe audience in altrnJatue for the penormaiure v, as delighttui. and perhaps this helped
make the enrire performance enjoyable for ail.
What kind of dedication produces rave reviews like these? Well,
Dr. Moshell his been taking lessons
since he was six years old and Ms.
Amos began taking lessons from her
mother when she was seven and a.
half. One could say they have been
practicing forihis recital >i)l Hieir Jives.
Technically, though, they began
working on the concert individually
near the end of |tinc, and then began
to practice together at the beginning
of July.'Taking.! break for vacations,,
they resumed wilh group practices
near Ihe end of August, practicing
about three time1-- <i week until iVi.st
week when they began rehear-ing
every day.
If YOU were not able to rnsike. the
perfoniMncft on Salu ril.iy night, keep
your eyes, and ears open ior more
here .-J Trinity.
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Thomas Cole: Allegorical Series Crux of Wadsworth Exhibition
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

The significance of the
Wadsworth Atheneum's "Thomas Cole: Landscape Into History" is assured by the breadth
of the exhibition. But the presence of his two best known allegorical series, "The Course of
Empire' and "The Voyage of
Life/ marks the exhibition with
an almost regal air.
This is the first time that
the two are being hung together
in over a century.
From 1834 to 1836, Cole
worked on the five paintings
that constitute 'The Course of
Empire.' These massive paintings confront the viewer as soon
as she enters the gallery. The
magnitude and beauty of this
series has led critics to call it:
"Cole's magnum opus, an ambitious summary of his political
and social philosophy."

The first painting, "The Savage State/ is a sublime representation of Cole's ideal of nature.
The sun dawns on a new day,
innocent and fresh. It is the youth
of civilization.
Moving through 'The Pastoral or Arcadian Ideal/ one sees
a mature, thriving entrepot in
"The Consummation of Empire.'
The agrarian republic has been

Part 2 of 2 on
Cole Exhibition
forgotten. This is the golden age
of empire, from here it deteriorates.
The paintings grow into
"Cole's giving up on America
saving itself," said exhibit
curator Betsy Kornhauser, "[the
paintings] become rough and
ragged, gone is that idyllic sun
of others."
'Destruction' is dominated
by a headless, Baroque sculp-

'The Course of Empire: Destruction.'

ture, his shielded arm reaching
towards the sea. This statue,
absent in the other three paintings, has taken on the proportions.^ the mountains in earlier
pieces; Everything is burning as
Cole's patently small people
scurry, aimlessly.
In the final painting, 'Desolation/ all that remains is a single
ionic column withabird perched
atop, sun setting on the vanquished empire. The sky is hazy
and,every thing has grown over.
This is the apotheosis of Cole's
fear of a republic gone astray.
Kornhauser said, "There is
a sense of loss about America
and where it is going." Large
tree trunks which contrast the
usually small shrubs and trees
symbolize this loss.
As Cole grew older, he began losing his faith in the republic. The augifty that he proposed in "The Course of Empire'
was no longer central to him.

COURTESY WADSWORTH ATHENEUM

COURTESY WADSWOTH ATHENEUM

The Voyage of Life: Youth'
Instead he began thinking that
man had to save himself, even
if that meant neglecting others
in the republic.
The Voyage of Life' deals
specifically with Cole's sense
of personal salvation. Painted
in 1842, it coincides with the
artist's growing awareness of
his own mortality. (Cole died
in February, 1848.)
The allegory addresses,
"the ages of man, life as a river
journey or pilgrimage, guardian angels, youth building
castles in the air, manhood as a
time of trial, and old age as a
period of serenity/'Throughout
the series, the condition of the
hourglass on the bow of the
boat through life coincides with
the age of the navigator.
The protection and simplicity of 'Childhood' shifts
quickly to the overly idealized
notions of 'Youth.' Both are
optimistic and rendered with
bright colors.
'Manhood' shifts its focus
to the harshness of life.- Demons and mythical gods loom
large as the bearded navigator

supplicates to the heavens. The
sun is nearing dusk while the
trees shed their leaves. This is
the autumn of his life and even
his guardian angel has departed.
"This stage is fraught with
danger," said Kornhauser, "he is
tempted by the vices of murder,
suicide, and temptation."
The figure in 'Old Age' has
come to terms with his life. The
hour glass of life has been shattered and his world is dark except for a celestial light.
The focus of this series is
much different than 'The Course
of Empire.' Rage and raw energy has been replaced by a more
Hegelian view of life. 'The Voyage of Life' is a subtle rendering
of Cole's inner thoughts.
These allegorical series
should not be missed. They represent the grand achievements
of Cole's career.
'The Course of Empire' and
The Voyage of Life/ along with
the rest of the exhibition will be
at the Wadsworth until December 4. Due to the scope and size
of this exhibition, there is a seven
dollar admission charge.

This Week's CD Review:

Sarah McLachlan: Ftimbling Towards Musical Perfection
BY PAUL SULLIVAN
Arts Editor

Capturing the evocation of
pure sensuality is difficult in
life and often impossible in high
art. The painted media has
worked well in conveying sensual images that do not deteriorate to the banal. As for vocalist, many current ones have foregone this sublime challenge,
truckling to the insidiousness
of a feral beat and lewd lyrics.
Sarah McLachlan's 'Fumbling Towards Ecstasy' has elevated the vocal medium to a
higher stature.
Her album was actually
released at the end of 1993.
McLachlan, though, has been
recently promoting it with her
appearance on 'The Tonight
Show.' She sung her new release, Good Enough, with deliberate and flawless beauty. The
slow beat was accentuated by
her fluid stage presence.
Even Jay Leno who had already anesthetized the audience
with his droll wit could not detract from her power.
McLachlan reinvigorated the
crowd with the sung sexuality
of her voice.
The CD starts with the
richly layered Possession. "I
would be the one to hold you
down, kiss you so hard, I'll take
your breath away." The timber
in McLachlan's voice coupled

with the whine of an accompanying organ alerts the listener to
her uniqueness.
McLachlan's strength is her
subtlety. She has such a vocal
range that she does not have to
pervert her message with overt
sexual references. McLachlan
possesses the maturity of mind
and voice to elevate her above
the quick-shock method of Tori

ogy to a painter, McLachlan
would be Jackson Pollack. The
viewer of one of Pollack's signature pieces must allow himself
to be visually engaged by the
seemingly hap-hazard lines and
swirls. McLachlan is similar in
that to grasp her message, one
has to avoid being content with
the beauty of her voice. One
must listen closely to the poetry

'"'"'
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McLachlan possesses the maturity of mind
and voice to elevate her above the quick-shock
method of Tori Amos.
Amos.
Fumbling Toward Ecstasy

captures the listener to listen
withoutpausing. The individual
songs become a cohesive whole
that seduce the listener.
McLachlan is the master of
innuendo. Circle
begins with a
dry cackle,
then proceeds

into a mesmerizing drum beat.
"What kind of love is this that
keeps me hanging on despite
everything thatitis doing to me."
Her lyrics pose questions in emphatic sentences.
If one were to draw an anal-

of her lyrics.
"Hold on to yourself because this is going to hurt like
hell." is sung with bitter sharpness. It is not an entreaty but an
affirmative statement.
Sarah McLachlan has arguably the best voice of any female
singer today. Its strength and
resonance combines well her
ability to write meaningful lyrics. She is concise in her lyrics
but not parsimonious: every utterance is meaningful.
If you enjoy Paul Simon,
old Billy Joel, or even Bjork, then
this is a must purchase for you.
Actually if you are a believer in
the seductive powers of Seal,
Morrissey, or Lenny Kravitz,
you might also consider adding
this to your late-night repertoire.
Do not ignore this musical
tocsin.

Sarah McLachlan's •Kmni>HnS toward-Kcsla->y.'

Write for the Arts
Section! Call x3439
or x3120 if you're
interested.
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Getting Beyond The Trinity Borders
lucky to pick one up once a week. In
addition to the global world, I also feel
out of touch with the personal world of
Living on a college campus can be my family and friends at home.
For all these reasons, I have begun to
something like living on another planet,
especially for those of us without any realize the importance of getting off cammode of transportation. I see students pus and going farther than CVS or
every day who seem to be caught up in Edward's.
the world of work, socializing, and dorm
Last weekend, some friends and I

BY ELIZABETH FERRY
Features Writer

The outside world really has little effect on me and those
people I talk to each day. At home I used to read the newspaper each morning. Here, I am lucky to pick one up once
a week.
living. The outside world really has little
effect on me and those people I talk to
each day. At home I used to read the
r.irh mm nine;. TTrrr, I r.m

hopped in a car and headed to Boston for
an evening of what we hoped would be
grand entertainment. Indeed it was, as
x\k' m.uli1 i >ur .ippf.ir.iiin'1 .H thr inf.i-

mous free Green Day concert and headed
into Harvard Square for some Thai
food. It was amazing to me
that I could be so close to a
huge cultural center as well as
being so close to home. Aside
from the fact that I collected a few
extra scrapes and bruises from being pushed around by the thousands of fans at the concert,
the evening was a success.
In addition to making the weekend lp«:t
longer, it was a ,-:
fresh break
' ••
from campus
lifs. We were able to drive into a different state, go to a concert, have dinner,
andreturnbackin time for latenight. We
got a chance to mingle with a different
of prnplr not typirni of fhr pr-nro

-

one finds at Trinity.
There is no doubt that Trinity
College has a lot to offer. The
singers, speakers, the parties,
Cinestudio and all of the rest
of the entertainment
brought in for students
are always fun and interesting.
It keeps us occupied, but there is so much
more outside of the campus.
It is important to realize, however, that the cities
surrounding Hartford, and
Hartford itself, have a lot to offer also.
So, my advice to all those who feel there
is nothing to do: never underestimate
the power of a tank of gas and a few
rrr.itivr?

/
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-?,- S .-^i •::••.'Swallow Another
C~ioKi*'ihh/ A n \ t.no."
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"Some Annovin^
GuMrorujiriicai Affliction."

'SAGA, in reality, stands for nothing - it was the name of the
food service company that was on campus before Marriott.
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Are Class Elections Based On Name Recognition?
BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE
Features Writer

In the Eisenhower era the campaign
slogan was "we like Ike." Since the earliest political campaigns, a single slogan
or idea has held the whole campaign
together.
In George Washington's time the
pervasive myth was that Washington
had chopped down a cherry tree. Lincoln was said to have gotten his start
splitting logs and George Bush held up
the idea that if elected we would evolve
into a "kinder gentler nation."
Campaign slogans have become an
important part of the American Political
Culture. A political candidate is allegedly summed up by one phrase or concept. Millions of dollars are poured into

elections, saying that they are based
merely on name recognition. The recent
class elections came under fire from many
students who felt that the election campaignsprovided merely a superficial representation of the candidates without any
attempt to allow the Trinity studentbody
to know what the candidates will do for
their class.
Some students feel that forums
should be offered to get to know the
candidates and better understand how
they will relate to their class. In the past,
, there have been forums through which
the student body is able to meet their
candidates and base their vote on more
than merely name recognition.
However, the forums were not well
attended, and the Alumni Office, which
sponsor the class elections, disbanded

In the past, however, there have been forums through which
the student body is able to meet their candidates and base
their vote on more than merely name recognition.
political campaigns, inundating the
American public with a singular image
or name so that they will associate a
certain position or office with that name.
Name recognition is an essential part of
campaigning. Experts have proved that
a candidate may win a close election
because of an intricate campaign strategyRecently, the class officer elections
here at Trinity occurred. Everyone saw
the posters which enveloped the campus
in slogans. They ranged from a comparison between former President Gerety
and a candidate, to posters with the candidates picture on it.
Some Trinity students have
been highly critical of the class officer

the forum aspect of the campaign in the
interest of time management.
Karen Isgur, Assistant Director of
Alumni and College relations who runs
the class elections, is more than willing to
host a forum for the candidates if they
request it, or to bring back the forum
aspectof thecampaign. NateMacDonald,
who is President of the class of 1997, said
"I strongly believe that we should have
some type of forum the week of elections
so that the class will become more familiar with the candidate's ideas."
Other candidates, who were not
elected, commented that since the campaign is primarily based on name recognition, being well known and personable, they would have liked a forum

through which they could have met more
students.
In short, many Trinity students feel
that an election should be based on more
than just who had the best posters and

ignored or glazed over.
There is a rumor that the Student
Government Association is contemplating giving the class officers voting power.
This would not only increase their deci-

d e student body also seems to be misinformed as to what
the class representatives' job entails. The class officers
have no voting power in the student government association; they do not make student policies, or serve on student faculty committees.
who has met more people at the View. It
should be based on a particular
individual's effort to hold an office, as
well as a candidates enthusiasm for that
office. The depiction of a particular candidate through the medium of a poster,
is not a clear representation of the candidate.
Additionally, the student body also
seems to be misinformed as to what the
class representatives' job entails. The
class officers have no voting power in the
student government association; they do
not make student policies, or serve on
student faculty committees. As Karen
Isgur, stated "There goal is to promote
class unity, which they do through
events." The class officers are the
spokespeople for their class and are involved with the public relations aspect of
the Trinity Community.
The class officers' job is not to be
underestimated. They are in many ways
victims of circumstance. The class officers, or any public office, are often the
liaisons and representatives of Trinity to
the alumni and the Trustees. They are
called upon to attend events which promote the school to the outside world.
Therefore, their selection should not be

sion making power in the community,
and it would hopefully make their election and selection of class officers seemingly more important to the community.
It would lessen the attitude that the class
officers are "just a joke."
In many ways the importance of the
position of class officer is diminished
because of the student body's attitude
toward them. Again, they are victims of
their circumstance. A large part of the
Trinity experience is the traditions and
feelings of unity which bind us together
and make the experience of attending
Trinity different from that of other
schools.
These traditions involved with the
Trinity experience include Parent's
Weekend, Homecoming, Earth Day and
of course the passing of the lemon
squeezer by the senior class to the class
they feel worthy of recognition at graduation. The class Committee shapes the
spirit of the class, an attitude which makes
these events and traditions more enjoyable to the whole community.
Therefore, it may not be the office
itself which many students have criticized but the manner by which the officers are elected.

Barbarically Dining On Goldfish At Psi-U's Tropical
BY WHITNEY POMEROY
Features Editor

I witnessed something extraordinary
this weekend that I have, in fact, had the
misfortune to witness for the past three
years in a row.
This past Saturday night I attended
Psi-U's Tropical Party. I remember'as a
freshman being told of the infamous
party. I remember the scene clearly: we

I couldn't ignore it— it was there, it
was everywhere. Drunk freshman threw
themselves into the pool and grabbed at
the tiny helpless beings. And I stress the
word 'being' in an attempt to make everyone understand that these are creatures—living and breathing beings that
are born, live, and die, just as we do.
Sure, you might say that it's just a fish,
and that it doesn't have feelings. Perhaps it doesn't have feelings, but the

Trinity friends chugged beers and picked fish fins out
from in between their teeth.
were sitting in our lounge as our RA told
us of the goldfish eating tradition. I
laughed it off. I could not actually
visualize in my mind anyone swallowing a helpless fish.
I went to the party with a friend of
mine from home. She thought that it was
hysterical as my new found Trinity
friends chugged beers and picked fish
fins out from in between their
teeth. I tried to ignore
people doing it, and da)
after the party soon forgot about it.
Sophomore year
came and I again was ,
appalled at the tradition. I voiced my disgust to my friends they
told me that if I didn't
approve then I shouldn't
attend the party. I had
thought that they had a point. I
decided then that I would not be
attending the party in future years.
This year came and I wasn't planning on going. It was raining; I like all of
my shoes, and again, the goldfish problem. But as the party grew closer and
everyone I knew •was getting ready to go,
I changed my mind. Ifiguredthatl could
walk around the pool of fish, and that I
wouldn't watch, and that I could ignore
what was going on.

point is that it is not our right to kill
them—especially when it is for entertainment purposes only, and especially
live and swigged down with a gulp of
flat beer. Anything, whether it be a person or an ant deserves better than that.
It goes beyond the animal rights
issue; eating veal or dissecting lab rats is
an animal rights issue, it is an issue of
humaneness.
What I don't understand is why eating goldfish is considered to be
a daring and exciting
feat to accomplish. In
a drunken stupor, it is
considered cool to be
able to eat one. I find
this to be a twisted
view—there are many
more actions I can think
of that would make a funny
drunk story rather than eating a goldfish.
The whole act violated my beliefs. I
know of a number of people who feel the
same way as well. APsi-Ubrother might
tell me not to attend the party then, but I
find this incredibly unfair. It's right that
I should have to stay home and miss and
open party with my friends because my
morals were violated. They shouldn't
have to be.
One thing that I did learn this week-

end from a Psi-U brother is that the presence of fish at the party is not for earing
purposes. "We don't buy two-thousand
fish to be eaten; we buy then to be there
and to be a part of the party.", he said.
.Supposedly the tradition started
with the pool and the fish . No one
thought that they would be eaten. The
brother who I talked to acknowledges
the fact that now, when the fish are
bought, it is obviously known what the
fate of the fish is. But according to him,
most of the brothers don't partake in the
fish eating act and that the fact the other
people do is, "a big joke."
An ironic twist to the whole act, I
found, is that those fish that are not eaten

by the end of the party receive homes on
the Sunday after the party. According to
the brother with whom I spoke, local
children come with buckets and take the
leftovers (no pun intended.)
I understand that it is a tradition.
Tradition can be a very important in a
fraternity; it is vital to the structure and
the maintenance of the Greek system.
Eating the goldfish at Tropical has
become a campus tradition as well. But
traditions can be changed, and should be
changed with the times. I would think
that with causes such as human rights
and animal rights so prevalent in today's
society, that this would not even be an
issue.

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone * Wayne Roggi
Manager
Owner
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 MadisonSt.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Freshman Anna Norland Scores Two Goals In Collegiate Debut...

Bantams Cut Down Elms, Scalped By Chiefs
BYJONMOSKOWTTZ
Sports Editor

On Thursday, the Trinity
College field hockey team traveled to Elms College for its first
match of the 1994 season. Trinity looked impressive from the
outset as freshman Anna
Norland, playing in her first collegiate contest, provided all the
offense the Bantams would need
as she scored both goals in an
impressive 2-1 victory.
While scores in previous
years have been more lopsided
against Elms, Coach Sheppard
indicated, "Thiswasthebestfirst
game that I ever remember any
of my teams playing. The score
was not important to me. What
was important was what I saw
as a potential 1994 field hockey
team. It was aggressiveness and
hunger, and it was nobody looking for anyone else to do a job, it
was everyone saying, 'I'll take
the responsibility'."
"Everything clicked with
thatgame," expressed senior cocaptain Kate Carty, "We have
been weary of Elms since our
freshman year when we lost.
They are always motivated to
play us, so we take it as a very
big game."
That big game attitude
seemed to flow with the team on
Saturday when they took on
Division I Springfield. Trinity is
one of only three Division in
schools on Springfield's sched-

ule.
In the first half, Trinity took
advantage of Springfield's sluggish start as the Bantams scored
first. Robin Zopolsky '98 beat
the defense down the right wing
and made a great centering pass
in front of the net, setting up a
Trinity corner. Monica Iacono
'95 took the corner and sent it to
Heather Morgan '96. With fifteen minutes remaining in the
half, Morgan stopped the ball
and left it for junior Mali
Barkman, who blasted a shot
into the net from the top of the
circle.
Trinity entered the second
half witha 1-0 lead, but couldn't
retain the advantage as Springfield woke up and scored three
unanswered goals. The Chiefs
capped off their scoring with
two minutes left when they
scoredoff alongcomer. Though
the Bantams lost 3-1, the team
showed it was capable of playing with anyone, regardless of
division status.
Many of the Trinity players
saw their first varsity action this
past week. Alexa Raether '96
did a fantastic job at the sweeper
back position despite playing in
only her second varsity game.
The team also had quite a few
freshman who really looked
poised despite playing for the
first time at the college level.
"The freshman aren't intimidated by the college game,"
notes Carty, "They have made

Beth Fenwick '95 awaits a pass firom fellow teammate Heather Morgan '96.

the transition really well and I
can now see us really beginning
to gel as a team."
"I'm going to start putting
pressure on this group because
my expectations are very high,"
indicates Sheppard, "Player for
player I think we are more talented then we have ever been.
This team is doing a great job.
They are really learning in practice, and thanks to great assistant coaches, we have been able
to do more individual teaching."

Heat And Competition No
Match For Bantam Runners
BY FRED SCHONENBERG
Sports Writer

As the heat poured down on the
Trinity Men's Cross-Country team, they
fooled around at the starting block of the
Amherst Invitational. Charles "Chuck"
Baker '97 was slapping "frosh" Eric
Lavigne around. As the race began, the
entire Trinity team ran to the front of the
pack. They stayed with each other, in a
symbol of unified excellence, for the first
two miles.
Schools such as Tufts, Bowdoin,
Westfield State, Babson, Wellesley, and
Amherst were not used to this display
of Trinity power. "This year we're not
a team to be laughed at, we're a team
to be reckoned with," said freshman
sensation Eric Lavigne.
The team finished an impressive
third place despite the hot and muggy
weather. Lavigne finished fifth
overall and first on the Trinity
team. Lavigne was followed
by Rob Johnson '97 who
finished eighth. Josh
Olson '97 finished
23rd. The story of the
day was Charles
Baker's miraculous
kick towards the end
of the race. Baker was in 40th place at the
three mile mark. For the last two miles,
Baker braved the hot weather and put on
a little heat of his own. He smoked past
22 runners to finish in 18th place.
Lavigne has now finished first on
the team in both races of his college career. Lavigne said "Its nice to win, but I
didn't even consider it a win for myself,
but a win for the team. We won it together, it was not an individual victory."
Despite Lavigne's modesty, he has adjusted well to college running, which is
considerably different from the high

school level. The courses are five miles
long in college and only 5,000 meters in
high school. Lavigne commented that
the hardest adjustment is maintaining
his 5,000 meter pace for five miles. It
doesn't seem that he is finding it too hard
of an adjustment.
The team has already won a meet
and the team goal is to defeat Wesleyan.
The team feels confident they will beat
Wesleyan, something which has happened in numerous decades. The hard
work and determination of this'team
should propel them to great
heights this season.
The Women's crosscountry team is propelling themselves to new
heights as well, piloted
by Sarah Stuckey '95.
After a two year hiatus
from running cross-country, Stuckey has won both
races this season. It's as if
the Chicago Bulls got
Michael Jordan back. Although the Bantams
were an excellent team
without her, as Alexis
Colby '95 was All-New England last season, they are
a dominating force with
her.
The women came in second place,
beating 5 other schools, in Saturday's
Amherst Invitational. Stuckey set a new
course record yesterday at the Amherst
Invitational by completing the course in
18:46. Alexis "Scottie Pippen" Colby '95
again finished right behind Stuckey in
third place. Neither member of this dynamic duo have finished lower then third
place all season. Kathrin Phelan '96
rounded out the top three by fighting of
the humidity and pushing hard at the
end.

Sheppard's assistants include Tanya Meek and Chantal
Lacroix. Meek, who is returning for her second year as an
assistant, is a former All-American field hockey and lacrosse
player at Drew University and
is currently coaching the Trinity
offense. Lacroix, a star athlete at
Holy Cross, has taken charge of
the defense. Together, the two
assistants are helping this team
not only improve their physical
skills, but their mental skills as

•CATHERINE MITCHELL

well. "They are helping us go
back to the basics and are teaching us both the athletic points
and the mental aspects of the
game," expresses Carty.
Carty is very confident in
her teammates and is excited
about this season. "It's a different team from last year. We
have seen a glimpse of what we
can be, but we are still searching
for who we are. When we find
out, then youwillreallysee some
magic."

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!!

Up Ib $60.00 Compensation
If you suffer from stomach discomfort, pain, bloating or gas at least once a week
after eating, you may be eligible fo participate in a research study evaluating an
invesligational medication for relief. This study is evaluating a natural substance
for alleviating these symptoms. Participants must be between 18 and 72 years of
age. This program requires a screening visit and one 5 hour visit.
Other restrictions apply.

CALL: 724-0590 or 1-800-234-4388
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
HARTFORD CENTER FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH
Dedicated to the Advancement of Quality Medicine

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, New York 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

SYRACUSE
ABROAD
Something to write home about!
•
•
•
•

At SU's Madrid Center
SU credit communications and liberal arts
Courses in English or Spanish
Two-week Hispanic Cultural Heritage traveling seminar to
Toledo, C6rdoba, Granada, and Sevilla
• Courses available at Universidad de AlcalS de Henares or
Universidad Autdnoma
• Live with Spanish hosts

Financial assistance available
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Fox and Bruno Provide Offensive Heroics In First Victory....

Men's Soccer Flies Past Falcons For Victory
BY GEOFF GRANDE &
MARKMENTONE
Sports Writers

It is difficult to start a season any better than the Trinity
Men's Soccer Team did last
week. The Bantams overcame
opening day jitters with a convincing2-0 victory over Albertus
Magnus College.
At the Trinity Soccer Field
last Tuesday, spectators braved
a swarming mass of gnats to
watch the Bantams score a goal
in each half against the Falcons.
Keeper P.J. Louis '96 had seven
saves in recording his first shutout of the season.
The game's beginning was
typical. The teams spent the
first fifteen minutes feeling each
other out and trying to set up
their respective game plans.
As the two teams jockeyed
for position, each had a legitimate scoring opportunity. A
Trinity counterattack in the sixth
minute, begun by a Frank Taylor '96 steal at midfield, ended
with a failed head attempt.
Three minutes later, Louis made
his first and perhaps best save,
jumping between three Falcon
attackers and withstanding a
blow to the head while coming
down hard with the crossed ball
in his hands.
The rest of the half was a
one-sided affair, with Trinity
creating numerous chances for
itself. Albertus, meanwhile, had
already seen its best opportunity go by the board. In the
eighteenth minute, Taylor received a free kick from tri-captain Matt Warner '95, and
headed it on goal, but he was

denied by Falcon keeper Casey
Cahoon. Trinity had a chance ait
the rebound, but Cahoon was.
able to knock the ball backwards
over the net. The Bantams had
another opportunity off tiie resulting corner kick, but were
denied again.
The Trinity attack continued. In the twenty-ninth minute,
a Damian Fox '95 shot hit the

crossbar, and less than a minute
later, Cahoon le^t the far post
open when he came out on a
David Aucoin '98 shot. ,But the
deflection by Kevin Kane '96
missed wide.
Three minutes later,
Cahoon again gambled, but this
time he was beaten by Fox. The
senior midfielder pushed the
ball past the approaching

Brian Ting '96 chases down a ball near midfield
followed closely by Kevin Kane (13) '96.

KATHESINE MiTCHEU.

Tennis Remains Positive
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

League action began last
Saturday for the Trinity
women's tennis team with a disappointing loss to Amherst.
However, despite the loss, some
positive results were gained. On
Saturday, the women's tennis
team traveled to Amherst with a
feeling of optimism even under
dark skies. Luckily, the weather
held until play was completed,
but the team lost to the Lord
Jeffs. Amherst is considered the
am in New England so the

women knew that they were in
for a tough match. The total
match score was 9-0, but there
were some positive things in
singles.
Playing in the number 2
spot. Holly Nelson '96, came out
of the gates strong vs. K. Dragisic
stunning her 6-1 in the first set,
but the Lord Jeff soon found her
game by winning the next two
sets 6-0, 6-1.
This was a great showing
for Nelson since it is tough to
come back into match play after
a year off, especially against a
top school. Katie Reifenheiser
'97 also had a good showing,

playing well in the first set winning 6-2. Playing at the number
4position, Reifenheiser then lost
the next two sets. Despite the
loss, Reifenheiser did play well.
Carrie Birgbauer '97, playing in
the number 5 slot this season,
gave her all in a tough two setter
losing 7-5,6-3.
The doubles competition
started out the afternoon, which
is the new format for this division. The results in number form
were unfavorable, but the spirit
sure was there. Coach Bartlett
had some comments on the days
doubles matches, "I really think
that beginning with the doubles
gave a positive energy boost to
the match. It got everyone in a
team frame of mind, like we are
all in this together. Having a
partner there at the start of the
match can help with jitters, so
even though we could have
played them a bit better this format will work nicely for us this
season in the future."
Some things that the Bantams will try to work harder on
in their upcoming matches will
be to make sure that they close
the net more, hit their volleys
down the middle, and stand
their ground more by being aggressive.
"In general this match was
a real eye opener for us. It
showed me and the others what
they need to work on right
away," said captain Anne Chick
'96. Amherst outplayed them

on the ground by hitting consistent and deep ground strokes,
so in their Monday and Tuesday practice sessions it will probably be filled with practicing
ground strokes.
After the preseason ended,
a final team lineup was decided
upon. It was a tough call in some
situations due to close and exciting challenge matches, but
this is how it turned out : In
singles, Anne Chick '96 is 1,
Holly Nelson '96 is 2, Freshman
Amy Bingaman is 3, Katie
Reifenheiser '97 is 4, Carrie
Birgbauer '97 is 5, Freshman
Abiah Folger is 6, and Seniors
Mia Ho and Julia Rising are playing slots 7 and 8 respectively.
In doubles there are two
new teams. Chick and Nelson
are in the top spot, followed by
last season's freshman duo, now
the sophomore team of
Reifenheiser-Birgbauer, and in
the third spot are this year's
freshman twosome of Bingaman
and Folger. Ho and Rising are
playing 4 this season.
Everyone is excited that the
season has finally started and
the team is ready for its next
opponent. On Wednesday the
21st, the Bantams will play their
first home match as they host
ConnecticutCollegeat3:00. This
year's Parents Weekend match
up also looks to be one to watch
as well. Trinity will take on
Wellesley on Saturday at home
at 11:00.

keeper, dribbled past another
defender and, unassisted, scored
Trinity's first goal of the season.
A diving save by Cahoon in the
forty-third minute kept the score
1-Oathalffime.
The second half saw more
Trinity domination, as Albertus
had trouble getting the ball out
of its own end. Forward Greg
Cartin '96 kept the pressure on
the Albertus defense with two
early shots, both of which were
saved.
Midfield play dominated
the next twelve or so minutes, as
Bantam keeper Louis did not
handle the ball during that span.
In the seventy-fourth minute,
Cartin got another shot off a
nice feed by Warner, but missed
high.
Perhaps sensing the frustration his players must have
felt, Coach Mighten shouted
encouragement just before a
seventy-fifth minute corner kick,
repeatedly yelling, "You gotta
believe!" Sure enough, less than
two minutes later, midfielder
and tri-captain Pat Bruno '95
received a pass from Cartin at
the top of the penalty box,
dribbled past three defenders
and placed a shot past an onrushing Cahoon into the lower
rightcorner. "We had been pressuring them for the last ten minutes," said Bruno about his goal.
"Greg Cartin gave me a great
pass and we caught their defense kind of flatfooted." As
Bruno celebrated with a head
first dive, Trinity had iced the
game.
Louis preserved his shutout through the final moments,
smothering the Falcons' best

scoring opportunity of the second half with a save in the final
few minute of play. Trinity
outshot Albertus, whose record
dropped to 2-1, by a 22-13 total.
"The difference in the game
was that they won most of the
50/50 balls," said Falcon Coach
George Bedocs about the Bantam squad. "They kept us on
our heels. Trinity has good
speed and good team size."
"This is obviously a great
start for us," said Bruno afterward. "Coach [Ed Mighten] told
us to go out there, relax and
have fun, and I think that helped
us overcome a little bit of the
nervousness from not winning
our preceding [preseason]
games."
On Friday evening the Bantams traveled to New London,
only to lose to the U.S. Coast
Guard Academy by a 2-0 score.
In a game played in front of a
large crowd, the Bantams had a
few scoring opportunities, but
were unable to find the back of
the net.
Goalkeeper Louis made
four saves, but Coast Guard
scored once in each half. In the
last ten minutes of the game,
Trinity tried furiously to get on
to the Scoreboard led by Cartin,
Taylor, Kane, and Sean
McElligott '96, but time ran out
and the Bantams fell to the .500
mark.
The Bantams have a pair of
home games in the upcoming
week. They will host Nichols
College Wednesday afternoon
at 3:30, followed by the annual
Parents' Weekend game at 11:00
AM Saturday. Bates College
provides the opposition.

Women's Defense
Impenetrable As Lord
Jeffs Are Dethroned
continued from page 20

penalty box where a flurry of
action ensued. Martinelli took
a shot in a crowd that was
knocked down by Abodeely.
But before the goalie could fall
on the loose ball, senior cocaptainMargotMoses was able
to wrestle it away, right to
Sumergrade, who tapped it in

eted a shot from fifty feet out
that just missed the net.
When the final gun
sounded, the Bantams had a 10 victory and satisfaction that
they defeated a strong
Amherst squad that had made
it to the ECAC finals the previous season. Co-captain Moses
summed up the day as a confi-

"Before the game we had the attiiv.de that if
VJC believe zue can zviih ^o one can beat us. I
think we surprised Amherst because they
didn't expect to lose because they beat us
badly last year (4-0). This win mas a big
boost to the team."
—Margot Moses ''95
to an open net for the first goal
of the season.
Although Sumergrade's
goal stood up, the final forty
minutes was not without its
scary moments - and Wedge
seemed to be in the middle of it
all. She made a sprawling slide
tackle as thelast woman tobcat
on a breakaway by Amhersi:
speedster, Shaunette Richards.
Then, five minutes later, Lady •
Jeffs forward Kathy 5taaf rock-

dence booster, "Before the
game we had the attitude that
if we believe we can win, no
one can beat us. I think we
surprised Amherst because
they didn't expect to lose because they beat us badly last
year (4-0). This win was a big
boost to the team." The Bantams will host Connecticut
College on Wednesday at 3:30
and Bates onSaturday at 11:00
as parr of Parent's Weekend.
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All Systems Go For Multi-Flex Offense
continued from page 20

directing Trinity's "multi-flex" offense,
throwing for 1,609 yards and 18 touchdowns. Mikulski's performance last season earned him the distinction of an
EC AC First-Team All-Star and NESCAC
All-Star. Mikulski even admits the personal success he enjoyed last season was
a surprise. The rifle-armed quarterback
explains, "I definitely didn't know what
to expect last season.
Things just seemed to fall
into place. I was really
nervous before games,
but once I got onto the
field I didn't have time to
think aboutit. Things just
went my way."
Mikulski's success through
the air should continue as the Bantams receiving corps are all returning. Mikulski's favorite
target is split-end, Tom
McDavitt '95. McDavitt,
who also excels in the special teams arena as a
kickoff, punt returner, and
placekicker,
caught 49 passes
for 570 yards and
two touchdowns
last season, earning him spots on the
NESCAC All-Star and ECAC First Team
squads. It was the second consecutive
season that the 5'8180 pound senior has
led the team in receptions and receiving
yards. McDavirfs versatility coming out
of the backfield and running reverses
has made him one of the most dangerous
offensive weapons in the NESCAC. At
another wideout position will be Clay
Siegert '96. Siegert, who filled in admirably for an injured McDavitt last year

against Amherst, will look to use his
athleticism as a target for Mikulski.
Mikulski will also have the option of
throwing to three year starter Greg
Broderick '95 at tight end. Broderick
pulled in 22 receptions for 295 yards and
3 touchdowns last season earning him a
spot on the ECAC Second-Team All-Star
team. Besides his soft hands, Broderick
uses his size to become an effective
blocker. Backing Broderick up at
tight end Will be
Matt DiFiore '96
who proved to
be a valuable
backup last season,
recording his first collegiate touchdown reception in the final game
against Wesleyan.
When Mikulski is
not looking to operate through the
air, he will be able
to hand off the ball
to a sensational
backfield.
Trinity's halfback positions
will be filled in
by Scott Maurer '96, and the NESCAC
Offensive Player of the Year and co-captain Shaun Kirby '95. Kirby set the Trinity College record for most touchdowns
in a season with 16 last year, including
five in a game against Middlebury. Kirby
and Maurer amassed 999 yards on the
ground last season, and will be expected
to ignite the backfield once again. Backing Kirby and Maurer up will be Mike
Ranieri '96, Ray Jones '97, and Brian Byrne
'97. After rushing for a total of 243 yards
and three touchdowns, David Allard '95

will be expected tostartatfullback. Julian
Craig 195, after taking a year's hiatus, is
back and will be looked to use his size
and strength to complement Allard.
The Bantam offense would not be as
dangerous if the players up front fail to
keep linemen off Mikulski's back or provide the'running backs 'with gapping
holes. The Bantam's offensive success
last season was due largely to the line's
ability to create open space for the running game, and time for Mikulski to get
the ball downfield.
The "Ranch Hogs," as the Bantam
line likes to call themselves, are anchored
by three starters: Josh Newsome '95, Tiger Reardon '96, and John Dugan '96.
The other two spots on the line will be
filled by Vin Mase '95 at center, and John
Catalogna '95 (out much of last season
with an injury). Tim Hawke '95 and Joe
Cerreto '97 will also see some action on
the line.
On special teams, two-time AllNESCACpunter Greg Broderick will be
handling the punting chores. Broderick
led the conference with an average of
33.7 yards per kick, including 11 punts
inside, opponent's 20-yard line.
Placekicker, R. J. Rondini '95 is back from
his strongest season, hitting six field goals
last season, including a 40-yarder.
Rondini's performance won him a spot
on the All-NESCAC team. Handling
kickoffs and punts will be Kirby,
McDavitt, and Ray Jones, all of whom

are capable of making big runs and gaining excellent field position for the offense.
A problem Trinity will encounter is
a difficult schedule. Instead of opening
the season against a weaker Bates team,
like it did last season, the Bantams will
face a tough Colby team on Parent's
Weekend (Trinity hasn't faced the White
Mules since opening day 1991). The
Bantams will then travel to Williams and
Hamilton; a pretty difficult start to a
season. Besides Colby, Trinity hosts
Tufts, Middlebury and Amherst, while
they face Bowdoin and Wesleyan on the
road.
The difficult schedule is one reason
why McDavitt believes the team is staying so focused. McDavitt remembers
facing a similar schedule in 1992, the
year after the '91 championship season.
In 1992, the defending NESCAC champs
lost at Williams, and lost a tough game in
the mud at Bowdoin.
Just like 1992, every team the Bantams play will be aiming for them.
McDavitt explains, "everybody is ready
to knock us off. Colby has almost beaten
Williams the past three seasons. You
cannot overlook anyone. I think this
team is really focused." After an 8-0 undefeated season, the teamhassetits sights
on another perfect campaign. With the
players a year older and a year wiser, the
goal could again be realized and the #1
ranking in New England.

SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

Study Film at NYU This Spring
Each spring, we offer students of all
educational backgrounds the opportunity to
learn the fundamentals of filmmaking at the
Tisch School's renowned Department of Film.
During an intensive one semester program,
visiting students immerse themselves in the
study of film while living in the heart of
Greenwich Village, New York's legendary
center for the arts.
The program centers around a beginning
level, 16 mm production workshop in which
students complete five short black-and-white
films during the course of the semester.
For more information, return the coupon
below or call 1-800-771-4NYU, ext. 811.
Tisch School of tbs Aits
New York University
A18
721 Broadway, 12th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10003

Please send me information on the 1995 Spring Semester in Film.
Name
Address
City

AtfcMarkDodd

Zip Code_

_State_
_Soc. Sec. No. _

TelephoneJ
School currently attending _
Near York University is an affirmative
action/equal opportunity institution.

M^jor, if known
TC

A18

TOUCHDOWN TOMMY!! Tom McDavitt leaps into the end zone for
a touchdown in last year's 21-7 win over Williams.

Ktipa/s 15 kills leads team...

Victims: Albertus & Clark
continued from page 20
Watching Saturday's match was a
18 served points, the match was tied unique experience for me. I have never
and was forced to a fifth and deciding seen such team spirit and camaraderie,
so much in fact that the team members
game.
Early in this fifth game, it was the were supporting one another on lost
captain, Kupa, who stepped up big with points.
All of those in attendance would
two blocks of her own to give Trinity a
4-1 lead. Clark again battled back and agree that the spirit and drive that was
forced a 10-10 tie. The match was then displayedbyfheplayersmade the match
a matter of which team wanted it the truly exciting to watch. If you are ready
most. After a kill by Kupa and a match to see fast paced volleyball, action at its
clinching kill by Kim, the Bantams had best, this Wednesday the Bantams are
wonfive straight points to win the match hosting Wesleyan at 7:00 P.M. in Ray
' • Posting gymnasium.. • • , '.". ,•:,
and raise their record 2-#.:

College View Cafe Scoreboard
BOX SCORES
Men's Soccer (1-1)
| Trinity 2, Albertus Magnus 0
September 13,1994
I Trinity (1-0)
1
1
Albertus (2-1)
0
0

2
0

Goals: Trinity : Damian Fox, Patrick
Bruno
Assists: Greg Cartin
| Saves: Trinity: P.J. Louis 7
Albertus: Cahoon 6
U.S. Coast Guard Academy 2,
[ Trinity 0
September 16,1994
[Trinity (1-1)
0
0
0
USCGA (2-0 )
1
1
2
Goals: USCGA: Roslonek, Kerr
I Assists: None
Saves: Trinity: P.J. Louis 4
USCGA: Lander 11

Women's Soccer (1-0)

Field Hockey (1-1)

Trinity 1,Amherst0
September 17,1994
Trinity (1-0)
0
Amherst (0-1)
0

Trinity 2, Elms College 1
September 15,1994
1
0

1
0

Trinity (1-0)
Elms (0-3)

Goals: Trinity: Jen Sumergrade
Assists: Trinity: Margot Moses, Jen
Martinelii
Saves: Trinity: Susan Lally 10

2
0

0
1

2
1

Goals: Trinity: Anna Norland (2)
Elms: Couillard
Saves: Trinity: Alisha Wayman 3
Elms: Landon 21
Springfield 3, Trinity 1
Septembers, 1994

WOMEN'S LACROSSE
MEETING

Trinity (1-1)
Springfield (1-3)

TANSILL SPORTS ROOM
FERRIS ATHLETIC CENTER
THERE WILL BE A MEETING FOR ALL WOMEN
INTERESTED IN PLAYING LACROSSE THIS
SPRING.

1
0

0
3

I

Goals: Trinity: Mali Barkman
Assists: Trinity: Monica lacono,
Heather Morgan
Saves: Trinity: Alisha Wayman 13

IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND, PLEASE CONTACT
COACH ROBIN SHEPPARD AT EXT. 2059

The Extra Point
BY JON MOSKOWITZ
La'.t week, 1 attended a volleyball match for
tho first time in my illustrious career here at
Trinity College. Now, for me to ask any individual to go attend an event, when I haven't even
attended one, would be hypocritical. So I went,
and guesh what? It turned oul to be one of the
most exciting contests I have seen since I haw
been at school. As 1 s«it and talked v. ith the tun
other students that bothered to attend the game,
I came tn the conclusion that Trinity students
have; absolutely no school spirit.
This was not the first lime tha t fans have not
shown up lor big game.-, or events, f could count
tho number of students at last year's women's
basketball games on one hand. Wrestling, swimj ming. softball, most people do not realize they
| are even varsity sports. If they banned alcohol at
football games how many fans do you think
| would actually show up?

U does not matter whether you are a fan of the
sport, or knowledgeable, about its rules and history.
What matters is that Trinity students, your friends and
classmates, am representing you and your hchnni in
contest. There is no excuse for not attending these
events!
But there is still time to repent lor your sins. The
captains of all sports have gotten together and decided
lha t each sport would designs tt one game per season as
it's "Captain's Game''. These games have been carefully rhoscn by each-team to represent their most important game of the season.
Originally, it was di.scu-.sed thai the captain-, and
players from the Winter and Spring would make sure
they would attend Fall events. 1 hen, the teams would
rotate, so all teams not playing would go watch and
support their fellow athletic1 teams.
I soon realized that while athletes should attend
the event? of their feliow athletes, it is not their n.\->pon-

sibility dloue. It is all of our responsibility, as
students of Trinity College and a.s friends of the
athletes.
Now is the time lo make. Trinity tho college I
we all desire. One when- student? support one
another, lake part in campus events, an 1 show a
spirit that was lost many years brick.

Captain's Game
Wednesday September 2:1
Tennis
vs. CONN
Women's Soccer
vs. CONN
VolleybalJ
vs. WIiSLEYAiM

Come down to the
College View Cafe
for lunch or dinner.
View Specials:
N E W ! Sundays, $3.50* pitchers,
9 til closing with this ad.
Tuesday is $3.50' pitcher night.
*=Mil's Best.

3:00
3:30
7:00

Sue Lally '96
This week's Athlete of the Week
goes to junior goalie Sue Lally of the
women's soccer team. Lally posted
her first shutout of the season against
an Amherst club that made it to the
EC AC finals last season. Lally made 10
saves on the game including two shots
from point blank range, despite being
constantly bombarded by flying balls
and bodies. The Sports Editors congratulate Sue Lally and we truly hope
her bodyrecovers before hernext game.

TRIPOD

SPORTS

Goalkeeper Lally Posts Shutout...

Sumergrade Goal Nets Victory Over Amherst
resilient Lady Jeffs offense,
which mounted many formi-'.
dable attacks in the opening
On a day where it would minutes of both halves. Susan
have been less humid in a tropi- Lally '96 was stellar in goal,
cal rain forest, the Trinity pitching the shutout by making
women's soccer team defeated ten saves, at least two of which
Amherst 1-0 in their season were from point blank range.
opener.
A goal by Jen
The first half ended in a
Sumergrade '97 early in the sec- scoreless tie, but it was definitely
ond half was able to offset the not without action. Amherst
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer

Senior co-captain Lea Wedge denies an Amheist player the ball.

controlled the tempo in the early
going. The Lady Jeffs had an
early scoring chance that was
nullified by an offsides, but were
maintaining pressure by working the left sidelines with finesse
passing from their freshman
midfielder, Erika Johnson.
Trinity's defense was able to
answer, however, with the likes
of Jenny Rogers '96, and co-cap-

tain Lea Wedge '95 clearing the
ball to midfield each time.
Wedge played tremendous
defense, and contributed to stopping numerous Amherst
breakaways. Nine minutes into
the game, Amherst forward
Karen Eason had a breakaway,
with only Wedge to beat. But
Wedge, last year's MVP, was
able to knock the attacker off
balance, causing her to alter the
shot, and saving Lally from getting peppered. Soon thereafter,
the Lady Jeffs centered a pass
that was booted high and wide
right, thanks to the efforts of
Sarah Menoyo '95 who distracted the Amherst kicker and
prevented her from getting a
good look at the goal. Benagh
Richardson '95 was effective
defensively as well, forcing the
action away from the middle of
the field so that Amherst could
not get off many solid shots.
The Bantams were able to
muster a few scoring chances of
their own, once they survived
Amherst's initial flurry. Menoyo
cleared the ball into the offensive end in the 24th minute,
where JenMartinelli '98 wasable
to get it to Sumergrade on a
bounce, but her shot was saved
by Amherst goalie Cassie

CATHERINE MITCHELL

Abodeely.
Five minutes later, Menoyo
came up from the backfield and
drilled a shot from forty feet,
which Abodeely had to leap to
save. Later, Rogers laid out a
fantastic centering pass to
Martinelli who shot a rocket that
the Amherst goalie was just able
to deflect. As the scoreless half
ended, Trinity looked confident
and more aggressive, and it

Trinity;^
Amhersti
seemed that Arnherst's stamina
had dwindled after the first part
of the opening half.
The second half started out
much like the first, with Amherst
dominating on the offensive
end. Just a minute in, Lally had
to come out of the box to make a
save off a high centering lob.
Trinity was able to counter a
minute later, when Sumergrade
rifled one just wide right. Then,
the Bantams struck. After an
Abodeely save, the ball was
punted out to midfield. Trinity
quickly returned it back into the
please turn to page 17

Undefeated Start for Eight Starters Return
Women's Volleyball Football: High Octane Offense
BY CRAIG MOODY
Sports Writer

When you look back on the
two victories that the Trinity
College women's volleyball
team earned this past week, the
two words that come to mind
are "Team" and "Work". Earlier in the week, the Bantam thoroughly drubbed Albertus
Magnus. Then, on Saturday,
Trinity looked strong with a
come from behind win over visiting Clark in Ray Oosting Gymnasium. Trinity finished their
week with two victories and no
losses. An impressive start to
this young season.
In the season opener against
Albertus, Trinity started off 1994
with a quality win as the team
played with sound fundamentals and endurance. Despite
being a young team, they
worked well together, playing
like a team of seasoned veterans.
The Bantams used the win
over Albertus as a stepping stone
into Saturday's match against a
tough Clark squad. However,
Clark would not be able to hold

up against the Bantam's hard
play and team unity. As a result, Trinity was too much for
the Clark club to overcome. The
unique quality that this team
possesses is that it doesn't have
a clear cut superstar. Instead,
Maritza Ubides '97, Pamela Kim
'96, Natalie Karas '98, co-captain Stephanie Mandell '96, cocaptain Stephanie Kupa '96, and
Alissa Pavone '97 combine to
form a very consistent volleyball force. Along with the starting crew, subs Julie Kwak '96
and Hardin Barton '96 contributed heavily to the win.
In the victory over Clark on
Saturday, Trinity jumped out to
the early lead, 1-0 in games, but
Clark battled back to win the
following two. The deficit put
the Bantam women to the test
and forced them to show the
spectators what kind of character they really have. This question was answered quickly.
Sparked by Kupa (15 kills),
Karas (11 kills, 25 served points),
Ubides (37 assists, 17 served
points) and Pavone, who acted
like a wall with 5 key blocks and

son why the Bantams are the
heavy favorites is because their
potent 1993 offense remains
largely intact: This week, in the
second of a two-part sene=, we
will be pre\ ievMm> the '1 unity

DY BRIAN! WCK)PWARD .
/.C Writer

Trinit) football kicks off
rlieir ]9lM se.i^on thi-. Saturday >it home on the hiendly
umiiivs ol Dan JL"»M» field

against Colby 'J he UdnLitna
will liej'in their hid hir a i bnprei eilciHed st-cond consecutive, perft-i t sedi-cm ogainj-t tinWhke Mule*. Fiiniu ivillbe
eiilenn^ the season -is the tain .
to beat Ihis- \o.-\v in thu
NrSCAC ah tin1} briny bai k
16 sti>rtfih trorn last st-awiV.s
undelentud team. A major rea-

"IriniLy ,s
luloly
35 "> to S3. The Uantiims .iveraj>tjd just over 44 points A fame
in their undefeated swim. In
ihi» eight victorious games,
Tumi/;* olteive .-coied at least
ihiX'L1 tuiichduwnb tn every
A« a result of tht' hii;h

* •

scoring outbursts, the Bantams often had their second
unit on the field by the fourth
quarter.
In 1994, fhenffense shot dd
not look li.o much diKtwnt
trorn <\ vvai 040. 'I Iw
;i 10 oi lensii 1* unil (<5.imo as. he
dph'iist'}. J-or tht Mist ijmc in
thm> siiT-ons, Ti'nity will b<
starting .in incumbent qnarh*rhack. 1 he man v, ho will bt
.it the lu'lin of the Ilanldjn i'l1ITI«!I> is Sli'vo MikiiNki V^.
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please turn to page IS

Inside Tripod Sports,
THE EXTRA POINT
MEN'S SOCCER
WOMEN'S SOCCER
WOMEN'S TENNIS
CROSS COUNTRY
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Sfevo Mikulski '95 evades tackleis on hi*, way Jo becoming an EGACi and
KJESCAC All-Star.
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